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Abstract

Wireless infrastructure networks provide high-speed wireless connectivity over
a small geographical area. The rapid proliferation of such networks makes their
management not only more important but also more difficult. Denser network
deployments lead to increased wireless contention and greater opportunities for RF
interference, thereby decreasing performance.

In the past, wireless site surveys and simplified wireless propagation models have
been used to design and configure wireless systems. However, these techniques have
been largely unsuccessful due to the dynamic nature of the wireless medium. More
recently, there has been work on dynamically configurable systems that can adapt
to changes in the surrounding environment. These systems improve on previous ap-
proaches but are still not adequate as their solutions make unrealistic assumptions
about the operating environment. Nevertheless, even with these simplified models,
the network design and configuration problems are inherently complex and require
tradeoffs among competing requirements.

In this thesis, we study a self-management system that can adjust system para-
meters dynamically. We present a system that does not impose any restrictions on
the operating environment, is incrementally deployable, and also backwards com-
patible. In doing so, we propose, (i) framework for modeling system performance
based on utility functions, (ii) novel approach to measuring the utility of a given set
of configuration parameters, and (iii) optimization techniques for generating and
refining system configurations to maximize utility. Although our utility-function
framework is able to capture a variety of optimization metrics, in this study, we
focus specifically on maximizing network throughput and minimizing inter-cell in-
terference. Moreover, although many different techniques can be used for opti-
mizing system performance, we focus only on transmit-power control and channel
assignment. We evaluate our proposed architecture in simulation and show that
our solution is not only feasible, but also provides significant improvements over
existing approaches.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today’s society is at the crossroads of the next big leap into broadband wireless
communications. The grand vision of ubiquitous connectivity, shared by visionar-
ies in industry and academia alike, is making the goal of fourth generation (4G)
communication systems an increasing reality. Wireless Local Area Networks, also
known as Wireless LANs, play their part in this vision by supporting a variety of
multifaceted roles, from serving as low cost alternatives for in-home wireless cover-
age, to providing complete blanket city-wide coverage [10, 8]. Of course, Wireless
LANs have come a long way since the early days, when the technology was used
primarily to support secure military communications in combat environments [32].
Today, there are an estimated 32,800 WiFi hotspots throughout the United States
[85], with these numbers expected to grow to over 60,000, by 2008. Moreover, wire-
less solutions providers such as Cometa Networks [36] have announced intentions
for a nationwide WiFi build-out consisting of an additional 20,000 hotspot nodes,
by the year 2007. The wireless user base is also growing at an alarming rate. Gart-
ner estimates indicate that the number of wireless users was expected to grow from
9.3 million to over 30 million, across the globe [81], in one year alone.

The cost of wireless technology has been the major driving factor in its wide-
spread adoption. In earlier years, as the cost of wireless technology decreased and
its quality improved, enterprises found it economical to use the technology for their
corporate needs (e.g., as an inexpensive alternative to connecting corporate cam-
puses). Today, wireless technology is easily within grasp of the general consumer.
In fact, based on recent figures, an IEEE 802.11-compliant wireless USB adapter
that provides wireless connectivity for the home or office, can easily be purchased
for under $10.00! [35] As the sales of these wireless devices continue to increase and
the cost of manufacturing falls, we will likely see a further growth in the number
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of wireless deployments. Furthermore, we can also expect this technology to find
application beyond providing just traditional wireless LAN access. We are already
seeing examples of such applications in industry [21, 70].

The rapid adoption of wireless LANs will require an equally strong emphasis
on their management. Wireless LAN management is surprisingly more complex
than managing a wired LAN. As the size of the network increases, the management
complexity multiplies. As an example, for a wireless network deployed at an IT
department in Microsoft, there were an average of over 600 network-related faults
per month, over a period of 6 months [28]. This resulted not only in lost produc-
tivity but also in an increase in the maintenance cost of the network. Due to the
inherent complexities of the wireless environment, it is hard even for a network
administrator to pinpoint the root cause of such problems. This calls for mecha-
nisms that are provisioned in the infrastructure itself to support such management.
Not surprisingly, similar efforts are being made even for wired networks, where the
complexity of the system undermines the ability of humans to manage successfully
[44].

1.1 Problem Definition

Self-management capabilities equip Wireless LANs with the ability to configure
and heal themselves. They prove useful for supporting two key tasks: network
deployment, and network management.

• Network Deployment: Wireless network deployment refers to the process of
placing and configuring wireless access points to meet a specified set of objec-
tives. Standard industry practices involve manual or virtual site surveys that
can be time-consuming, costly, and inaccurate. A self-configuring system can
enable rapid network deployment by determining the most suitable configu-
ration automatically, based on the surrounding environment. This can reduce
deployment time and cost significantly, as well as improve accuracy.

• Network Management: After deployment, the next step involves management
of the network. “Management” can refer to a number of tasks. It could
describe the process of monitoring and configuring the system to maximize
performance. It may also refer to monitoring for the purposes of trouble-
shooting and fault-diagnosis. Finally, it could also be used in the context of
security, where the system performs introspection to detect malicious entities
in the network (e.g., rogue hardware). Nevertheless, whatever the goal, all
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such management tasks require an intimate understanding of the internal
structure of the network and its corresponding state transitions, something
that is best understood by the system itself.

1.2 Problem Characterization

In this thesis, we address self-management with the goal of improving network
performance. We first delineate the steps that are required for building an effective
self-managing infrastructure to support this goal.

1. Identifying System Objective(s): The first step for self-management involves
identifying the objectives of the system, including deciding what metric(s)
define performance. Examples include maximizing network throughput, min-
imizing end-to-end delay, or providing sustainable client bandwidth (for real-
time applications). Moreover, these objectives may also evolve in space and
time. For instance, system objectives may vary across the deployment region,
where some regions optimize for one metric and others optimize for other
metrics. Performance metrics may also change over time, depending on the
usage requirements of the system. Many commercial systems [4, 6, 23] do
not provide the flexibility to alter system objectives, resulting in deployments
that have multiple overlapping and often conflicting vendor solutions [18].

2. Performing Introspection: The second step involves deciding how the system
measures these performance parameters. The level of sophistication used in
this process determines the amount of accuracy that can be achieved in mea-
surement. For instance, in detecting RF interference, if we simply measure
the drop in application throughput as an indication of interference, our degree
of accuracy in inferring interference would be low. However, if we perform
introspection at the MAC or physical layer, our ability to accurately infer
RF interference would be high. Therefore, the layer of the network stack at
which the introspection is performed critically determines the accuracy of the
technique. Recently, there has also been an interest in applying tools from AI
and cognitive systems to infer high-level system state [44]. These techniques
will likely prove useful for self-managing systems in the near future.

3. Reacting to Change: Once the mechanisms to measure performance are in
place, the final step involves deciding how to react in response to a change.
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This is necessary to allow the system to provide good performance consis-
tently. To achieve this, there could be multiple tuning knobs that are avail-
able for the system. The choice of tuning knobs determines how accurately
performance can be tuned. Note, tuning knobs may also be inter-dependent,
where the tuning of one affects the tuning of the other. Channel assignment
and transmit-power control are an example of such a dependency. To address
this difficulty, we can induce separability between parameters where we ig-
nore the effects of one, while doing tuning for the other. This approach is
well-known in classical control theory and can be applied to the problem we
discuss here [46].

Note, the general approach to self-management we described above bears strik-
ing resemblance to ideas from classical control theory, that posit the use of a
“control-feedback loop” to manage different types of control systems. This sim-
ilarity in objectives did not occur by accident, as these are exactly the ideas that
embody self-management. In the architecture we present in this thesis, we apply
similar concepts to construct a dynamically configurable system that is able to
maximize wireless LAN performance.

1.3 Motivation

To motivate the problem we address in this thesis, we briefly describe a few chal-
lenges and unsolved issues for wireless LANs that make their self-management a
key requirement.

• RF Interference: RF interference is the major culprit in degrading network
performance. It is defined as the suppression of communication between two
nodes due to simultaneous communication by two or more other nodes. Al-
though much work has been done to address this problem, this issue remains
largely unsolved due to poor modeling of the problem. Moreover, detecting
the existence of RF interference manually can be extremely difficult, due to its
high degree of variability. This requires system-level mechanisms for proper
detection and resolution. The need for such systems is crucial as more and
more devices penetrate the consumer market, with all of them sharing the
same unlicensed spectrum with wireless LANs.

• Non-uniform Coverage Areas: A major pain-point for wireless networks is
that they have irregular coverage areas. As a result, it becomes impossible
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to accurately predict the signal coverage for a wireless network. This unpre-
dictability leads to the creation of dead-spots in the deployment. One way
to solve this problem is to simply deploy additional access points to guaran-
tee coverage. However, this not only increases cost but can also introduce a
significant amount of RF interference. Therefore, we need to make a difficult
tradeoff between the amount of coverage we desire and the amount of interfer-
ence that can be tolerated. This difficult decision, however, can be avoided if
we can somehow acquire information on the actual coverage. A self-managing
system has the ability not only to furnish this type of information, but also
to react in response to it. Note, sophisticated techniques to obtain this in-
formation manually can also be used, however, we run into a second problem
with coverage areas, which we highlight next.

• Dynamic Coverage Areas: In addition to irregular coverage, coverage areas
are also dynamic. Therefore, the actual signal coverage at a given point in
space can change over time. This can be induced simply by people moving in
the environment, opening/closing doors, or moving a metal cabinet from one
location to another. Without mechanisms to detect these changes in signal
coverage, wireless LANs cannot provide any guarantees on service quality.
Dynamic self-managing systems provide the only means to solve this problem
that cannot be addressed using static approaches.

• Asymmetric Channel Conditions: Wireless LANs were built on the princi-
ple of decentralized communication, where each device itself decides when to
access the shared wireless medium, without any centralized coordination. Al-
though this motivates a simpler design, it also creates problems where some
nodes receive poor service, due to asymmetry in channel conditions. This is
also referred to as the Near/Far problem, where a node that is far away from
the access point gets poor service due to a higher-powered node closer to the
access point. Unfortunately, there is no way to address this problem without
first creating mechanisms to detect it and then taking appropriate actions
to resolve it. In this scenario, the access point could initiate an RTS-CTS
exchange with the client to ensure the client gets access to the medium. This
represents yet another situation where self-management can prove useful, by
catering to the needs of the clients.

Based on this discussion, the need for a self-management infrastructure for
Wireless LANs is evident. However, we identify a set of additional requirements
that need to be fulfilled, in order to construct rapidly deployable wireless networks
with good performance.
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• Backwards-Compatibility: A key requirement for any self-managing system is
the need to support existing technology and protocols. It is unreasonable to
expect existing systems to cater to any specific needs for self-management.
Doing otherwise restricts the wider application and easier integration of the
system.

• Incremental Deployment: One can expect that any self-management solution
will be required to support richer functionality than that for which it was
originally intended. Therefore, it is imperative that the architecture provide
the appropriate hooks for its extension, to cater to the future needs of wireless
LANs. This feature is lacking in almost all the existing self-management
solutions we analyzed.

• No Modeling Constraints: Finally, any solution to self-management ought
not to make any unrealistic assumptions about the network or its operating
environment. Doing so will yield solutions that will almost surely fail in a
realistic setting. Ideally, the infrastructure should be able to provide good
performance despite the existence of RF interference, irregular/dynamic cov-
erage areas, and asymmetric channel conditions.

These are the issues that we address in our solution.

1.4 Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions towards building a practical self-
management architecture for wireless LANs.

1. An infrastructure-based solution that does not require client-side modifica-
tions. This allows the architecture to be backwards compatible.

2. A utility model that provides a unified framework for capturing any perfor-
mance objective, and even multiple objectives. The use of an extensible utility
function supports incremental deployment.

3. An extension of the general conflict graph (called the ‘Annotated’ Conflict
Graph or ACG) to represent utility and assist in optimizing performance.

4. An novel experiments approach for detecting and quantifying RF interference
that is used to annotate the conflict graph. This frees us from the constraints
of using an abstract network model for identifying RF interference.
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5. The use of a centralized architecture to support global optimization and
access-point coordination that provides better results than local tuning. Heuris-
tics for optimal channel assignment and power control, using this approach,
are proposed.

6. A dynamically re-configurable framework that can refine configurations in
response to the changing RF environment. Techniques for inferring and de-
tecting change are proposed.

7. Preliminary simulation results to validate the design and performance aspects
of our proposed architecture.

1.5 Outline

Chapter 2 presents some background material that is relevant to understanding
the techniques we use in our architecture. Chapter 3 discusses related work in
three categories: work that addresses similar problems, work that proposes a self-
managing system for wireless LANs, and finally work on sub-problems related to
self-management. Chapter 4 presents a preliminary solution to static optimiza-
tion, which we explore to develop a better understanding of the form for the more
complex dynamic (self-managed) optimization solution. Chapter 5 presents the dy-
namic optimization solution that we propose in this thesis. And finally, Chapters
6 and 7 present our conclusions and some directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter briefly covers some details of the characteristics of wireless networks
and the IEEE 802.11 standard that are relevant to this thesis.

2.1 Wireless-Medium Basics

In this section, we briefly describe characteristics of the wireless medium that are
relevant to our work.

In any wireless environment, the goal of a transmitter is to transmit a radio-
frequency signal that can be decoded correctly by the receiver. However, this goal
cannot be met if the receiver is not within a certain distance of the transmitter.
Because the wireless signal undergoes RF attenuation (i.e., weakening of the signal),
if the receiver is far from the sender, it may not be able to decode the signal correctly.
Furthermore, if the receiver is too far from the transmitter, the received power may
be too weak to even be detected by the receiver. The ability to detect a signal is
based on the carrier-sensitivity threshold (CST), defined by the receiver. The CST
indicates the minimum power/energy that a node must receive in order to detect
a change in the state of the wireless channel. Most wireless-card manufacturers
conservatively set this threshold to -85dbm to prevent RF interference. The effect
of signal attenuation can be captured with the help of ranges that are defined by
the transmitter. These ranges define the quality of the received signal, based on
the distance from the transmitter, and are illustrated in Figure 2.1.

• Transmission Range: The transmission range is the range within which
the receiver of a packet can receive and decode the packet correctly. This
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Transmit Range

Carrier Sense Range

Interference Range

Figure 2.1: The transmission, interference, and carrier-sense ranges defined by the
transmitting node.

is typically much smaller than the interference/sensing range of the receiver
(e.g., it is typically half the interference range).

• Interference Range: The interference range is the range within which the
transmission cannot be decoded correctly by the receiver but is of sufficient
power/energy to disrupt the correct reception of other packets that the re-
ceiver could also be receiving.

• Carrier Sense Range: This is the range where the transmission does not
necessarily interfere with other packets being received by the receiver. How-
ever, the power of the transmission is sufficiently high to exceed the CST of
the receiver. The receiver will sense the channel to be busy and thus will not
initiate transmissions. The carrier-sense range is affected by the transmission
power of the transmitter. The receiver can choose to de-sensitize itself with
respect to this range by reducing its sensitivity threshold [81].

The three ranges specified above are affected by the power of the transmitter.
The greater the transmit power, the more nodes that can receive the transmission,
and also the more nodes whose communication with other nodes may be affected.
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Figure 2.2: Host 1 is hidden from Host 2 and vice versa.

Further, we discuss two specific problems that arise as a result of these character-
istics.

2.2 Hidden and Exposed Terminals

Two problems we encounter in the wireless world are the hidden and exposed ter-
minal problems.

The hidden terminal problem occurs when a transmitter is unaware of or not
able to detect the presence of other transmitters, which are interfered with by
the transmission of this node. The interfered transmitters are hidden from the
interfering transmitter. There many scenarios in which hidden terminals can arise.
One of these scenarios is illustrated in Figure 2.2. This particular scenario can
be solved trivially with the help of the RTS-CTS mechanism, discussed below.
However, the general problem is hard. The experimental framework we discuss
later detects hidden terminals that may arise in infrastructure deployments.

The exposed terminal problem refers to the inability of transmitters to utilize the
wireless medium for transmission simultaneously, even when there is an opportunity
to do so. In this scenario, the transmitters do not transmit because they lie in
each other’s carrier sense range. In this situation, the transmitters can transmit
without affecting with each other, but do not because they sense the channel to be
busy. These transmitters therefore act as exposed terminals for each other. This
is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Such problems can be resolved by adjusting the carrier
sensitivity threshold (CST) of the transmitters [81]. However, because we do not
use this parameter in our study, we do not address these problems in our work. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume that the CSTs at the receivers are set so that a
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Figure 2.3: Host 1 and Host 2 reside in each other’s carrier-sense ranges and thus
cannot transmit simultaneously.

transmitter’s carrier-sense range is equal to its interference range, with respect to
the receivers. This can be done trivially for modern wireless LAN hardware.

2.3 IEEE 802.11 MAC Layer

The properties of the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer that we discuss here are the ac-
cess mechanism (CSMA/CA), the use of RTS-CTS control packets, and finally the
implementation of broadcast packets.

2.3.1 Channel Access

The IEEE 802.11 MAC layer provides a physical carrier-sensing mechanism called
Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA), to coordinate ac-
cess to the shared wireless medium. The fundamental difference between wired and
wireless networks is the mechanism for detecting collisions on the shared medium.
In the wireless world, it is impossible to detect collisions “on-the-air.” Hence, the
protocol uses a Collision Avoidance mechanism, as well as positive acknowledg-
ments (or ACKs) whenever a packet is transmitted. ACKs assure the sender that
there was a correct reception of the packet by the receiver. The protocol avoids
collisions by using a random back-off period (called back-off slots), if stations de-
tect the medium is busy. Aside from the random back-off slots, standardized time
spaces, called Inter-Frame Spaces (IFS) are also used to coordinate access to the
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medium. IFS intervals provide a mechanism to synchronize transmission events
in the wireless network and also to prioritize different types of traffic. We briefly
discuss the IFS intervals relevant to our work.

• Short Interframe Space (SIFS): SIFS is the shortest fixed interframe space.
SIFS intervals are used before the sending of RTS, CTS, or ACK packets on
the medium. Because SIFS is the shortest of the IFS intervals, RTS/CTS
and ACK packets get the highest-priority access to the medium, over regular
data traffic. The typical duration of a SIFS period is 10µs.

• Distributed Coordination Function Interframe Space (DIFS): DIFS is the
longest interframe space and is used by default on all 802.11-compliant sta-
tions that use the distributed coordination function (DCF). DIFS is therefore
the interval after which data frames can be transmitted. Any station wishing
to transmit data needs to wait a DIFS period before gaining access to the
medium. The typical duration of a DIFS period is 50µs.

There are two other IFS intervals that are specified by the standard. However,
we do not present their details in this thesis. In the next section, we discuss how
virtual carrier sensing is supported in the IEEE 802.11 standard.

2.3.2 RTS-CTS Control Packets

The virtual sensing mechanism supported by the IEEE 802.11 standard uses op-
tional RTS/CTS control packets and a Network Allocation Vector (NAV) at each
node. The purpose of the virtual sensing mechanism is to allow the sender to reserve
the channel before transmitting the actual data packet. Failures in reservation, due
to a collision, cause less wasted air time. This procedure works as follows. The
sender first sends a Request to Send (RTS) packet to the receiver. Upon receiving
the RTS, the receiver replies with a Clear to Send (CTS) packet. Once the CTS
is received correctly by the sender, the channel has been reserved for data trans-
mission. During the RTS-CTS, each node in the vicinity of the sender that can
hear the RTS backs off from accessing the medium. The back-off value is the time
required to complete the transmission requested by the sender; this is encoded in
the NAV field of the RTS packet. The same information is also specified in the CTS
packet for nodes in the vicinity of the receiver. Therefore, using this technique, if
the RTS-CTS exchange is successful, a sender is able to successfully complete a
data transmission without experiencing collisions from other nodes.
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2.3.3 Broadcasts

The last part of the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer that we describe here is broadcast
packets. Broadcast (and multicast) packets are packets where the intended recipient
is not unique. In this case, it is neither possible nor required for the recipients to
acknowledge the reception of the broadcast packet. They are useful for sending
one-way (UDP-style) packets (at the MAC layer), where acknowledgements are
not required by the sender. Such mechanisms prove useful for our experimental
framework, described later.

2.4 IEEE 802.11 PHY Layer

The parts of the PHY layer that are relevant to our work are the physical-layer
frame structure, and the process by which frames are received by the air interface.

The IEEE 802.11 PHY Layer is divided into the Physical Layer Convergence
Procedure (PLCP) sub-layer and the Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) sub-
layer. The PMD sub-layer interfaces directly with the wireless medium and provides
modulation/demodulation capabilities for frame transmissions. The PLCP sub-
layer provides a mapping for frames communicated between the MAC layer and
PMD sub-layer. This partitioning of functionality is done to reduce the MAC
layer’s dependence on the PMD sub-layer.

2.4.1 PPDU Structure

We now discuss the PLCP protocol data unit (PPDU) constructed by the PLCP
sub-layer and communicated to the PMD for transmission. The PPDU structure for
the IEEE 802.11b Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) standard is illustrated
in Figure 2.4.

The transmission rate of the sender is encoded in the signal field of the PLCP
header. The signal field also identifies the type of modulation that the receiver
must use to decode the signal. The transmission rate can be obtained from this
information by dividing the value in the signal field by 100kbps. In Section 5.3.1,
we discuss how this information can be inserted into our utility-based objective
function, for quantifying the utility of wireless clients connected to a network.
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Figure 2.4: DSSS PPDU, 802.11-1999 (Revision 2003) Standard

2.4.2 PLCP Function

We now discuss the procedure by which the PLCP sub-layer detects and receives
a packet transmitted by some other node (shown in Figure 2.5). At the time
instant before the reception of a signal, the PMD sub-layer is in carrier sensing
mode. At first, when it detects a signal, it receives the PLCP preamble, which
consists of the SYNC (or synchronization) and Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) fields.
The synchronization field is used by the receiver to synchronize with the received
signal. Once it detects the SYNC field, the PMD sub-layer notifies the PLCP layer
(PMD CS), which subsequently notifies the MAC layer (PHY CCA.ind(BUSY)),
that the channel is busy. This provides the MAC layer an indication that a PLCP
header is going to being received by the PHY layer. If the header is received
correctly, then the PLCP layer receives and forwards the packet as octet streams
of data, to the MAC layer. If the header or any subsequent data streams are not
received correctly, it sends a PHY RXEND.ind(RXERROR) message to the MAC
layer indicating an error in reception, and then transitions to the idle state. This
error status and change in channel state can be used by the MAC layer to identify
packet corruption and the presence of RF interference. These types of state changes
of the wireless channel can thus be used to detect the presence of interference. We
elaborate on how we use these techniques in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.5: PLCP reception procedure

2.5 RF Interference

Radio-frequency interference is the single biggest culprit that affects performance of
wireless LANs. Recall, it is defined as the suppression of communication between a
wireless sender and receiver because of simultaneous or overlapping communication
between one or more other wireless senders and receivers. Interference affects both
the coverage and capacity of the wireless network, and is an increasing concern for
networks that co-exist in the same geographical space. Because RF interference is
intimately related to the self-management problem, we discuss it in detail.

We first identify two sources that can contribute to RF interference.

1. Internal Devices: Internal network devices that constitute a part of the net-
work may induce co-channel interference on one another if they are not spaced
far enough apart. There are many scenarios that can be constructed in a wire-
less LAN deployment where interference between such communicating parties
can occur. In Chapter 5, we provide a thorough evaluation and classification
of different scenarios of RF interference between internal network devices. We
call this type of interference internal interference.

2. External Devices: External devices can either be other network devices that
are not part of the network under consideration, or simply uncontrollable RF
interference sources such as cordless phones and microwave ovens. Because
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wireless LANs operate in the unlicensed ISM/UNII bands, they experience
interference from other devices operating in the same band.

There are two steps that need to be followed to reduce the impact of such
interference. The first is detecting the source of the interference, while the second
is mitigating its effects. It is not always possible to detect sources of interference,
especially those that are external to the network. Recently, some sophisticated
techniques (such as RF fingerprinting) for detecting external interference have been
used for deploying high-end systems [15]. RF fingerprinting involves receiving a
raw RF signal, processing it, and performing pattern matching on it. Pattern
matching is used to detect the source of the interference by comparing the signal
against well-known RF signal patterns [80, 75]. This method, however, is not
perfect. It is also sensitive to the frequency range considered for analysis, the
sensitivity of the analyzer, and its frequency resolution. Moreover, it requires the
use of expensive spectrum analyzers that are not always within the budget of most
wireless deployments. Therefore, for our purposes, we focus only on detecting
internal interference.

In the next section, we discuss a variety of wireless LAN tuning parameters that
can be used to reduce the impact of RF interference, and also improve performance
in other ways such as maximizing coverage and/or capacity. With the exception of a
few, most of these parameters can be adjusted in modern wireless LAN hardware.
We present them to illustrate the degree of flexibility in combating performance
problems in wireless LANs that is typically available in modern hardware.

2.6 Performance Tuning Knobs

We discuss eight distinct parameters that can be used to tune wireless-LAN per-
formance.

1. Channel Assignment : Every access point must be assigned a certain frequency
(or channel) on which to operate. If we consider IEEE 802.11b, we only
have three non-orthogonal channels to choose from. In many scenarios, the
number of deployed APs is larger than the number of available channels.
In these cases, channel re-use needs to be employed to allow multiple APs
to use the same set of channels. The general rule of thumb in these cases
is to assign different channels to APs that are co-located, to prevent RF
interference. However, this approach is far from precise, and RF expertise
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coupled with sufficient deployment experience are required to minimize the
effects of interference.

2. Transmit-Power Control : Transmit-power control provides a number of fea-
tures such as increasing network coverage, reducing RF interference, improv-
ing network capacity, and reducing energy consumption. Due to the mul-
tidimensional nature of the parameter, transmit-power must be controlled
carefully to maximize performance. It is also affected by the channel as-
signment process, where a different assignment of channels yields a different
solution for power control. This is because APs that are assigned the same
channel can interfere with each other if their coverage areas overlap, which is
determined by the transmit power of the APs. In Chapter 5, we discuss how
we go about solving this problem in our architecture.

3. Fragmentation Threshold: The fragmentation threshold defines the upper
limit on the packet size that can be supported during a single transmission.
Packet sizes larger than the threshold are fragmented before transmission.
This is useful in the following way. Channels on which nodes communicate
can exhibit temporal changes due to interference. This results in an increase
in the bit-error-rate (BER) for that channel. In this scenario, in order to
increase the probability of successful transmissions, a smaller transmission
frame size can be used [59]. The frame fragmentation threshold can be set so
that frame transmissions match time periods within which the channel is free
of interference.

4. Receiver Sensitivity Threshold: The receiver sensitivity threshold, also known
as the carrier sense threshold (CST) provides a means to solve the exposed
terminal problem in wireless LANs. In this case, increasing the CST allows
a node to desensitize itself from other nodes’ transmissions that may not
necessarily impact its own transmissions. Interest in using CST thresholds
for performance tuning purposes has only recently gained momentum [81].

5. Transmission Rate: The transmission rate dictates the bandwidth at which
the access point communicates with wireless clients. It can be tuned to im-
prove client performance. Although this feature was not supported separately
from transmit power control in the past, most modern wireless cards do sup-
port tuning transmission rates separately.

6. Time-Slotted Activation: Time-slotted activation refers to the ability to ac-
tivate/deactivate APs at scheduled intervals, so that no two APs that are
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co-located and using the same channel are activated at the same time. There-
fore, the goal is to assign APs that use orthogonal channels to a common time
slot, in order to maximize performance.

7. Phased Antenna Arrays : Phased (or Sectorized) antenna arrays have only
recently been commercialized in commodity wireless LAN hardware [26, 16].
Their goal is to increase spatial diversity in a wireless LAN environment
[83]. They facilitate this by supporting fewer users per region (or sector) and
thereby reducing the amount of user contention. They also allow parallel
transmissions in each sector and can therefore provide significant improve-
ments in network capacity.

In this section, we discussed background material relevant to the ideas we discuss
in Chapters 4 and 5. In the next section, we discuss existing work related to self-
management of wireless LANs.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter discusses work related to self-management of wireless LANs. We first
describe some techniques that address similar problems. In doing so, we identify the
limitations of these approaches. Then we discuss some existing systems that have
been proposed for self-managing wireless LANs, followed by a discussion of some
sub-problems related to self-management. We do this to identify the limitations of
currently proposed approaches to self-management. Finally, we present emerging
standards that complement both our work and the area of self-managing wireless
LANs in general.

Techniques that solve management problems for wireless LANs fall into two
broad categories: static optimization and dynamic optimization. Self-managing
systems are a form of dynamic optimization.

3.1 Static WLAN Optimization

A static optimization solution involves placing and configuring access points op-
timally at deployment time. This configuration is assumed to be static for the
lifetime of the deployment. Static optimization is used widely in practice and re-
lies on wireless site surveys for its solution. There are two standard site-survey
techniques that are used, manual and virtual.

• Manual Site Survey: The earliest known static optimization solutions per-
form a manual site survey of the building to determine the best placement
and configuration of access points [32]. In such surveys, an RF expert typically
obtains floor plans of the building and annotates them with RF measurements
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taken at different locations of the site. Using this information and basic rules
of thumb, she then places access points and configures them appropriately.
This process, although summarized here, involves many detailed steps. A
manual site survey can quickly become very complex, depending on the de-
ployment size, and requires both extensive RF expertise and experience in
wireless LAN deployment.

• Virtual Site Surveys: Virtual (or software-based) site surveys speed up de-
ployment time and reduce cost [20, 22, 48]. They allow the network planner
to import a map of the building in software and annotate it with building-
specific information (e.g. wall thickness, construction material, etc.). Access
points can then be placed on the map and their signal coverage predicted
using a variety of wireless propagation models. Propagation models approx-
imate the physical effects of the environment on the propagation of wireless
signals within a given geographical space. There are two types of models: em-
pirical models, and models based on ray-tracing. Empirical models are based
on statistical measurements that are collected in real environments. Common
empirical models include the Log-Distance Path Loss model and the Parti-
tion and Floor Attenuation Factor model [75]. Ray-tracing models attempt
to simulate the physical effects of the environment on the wireless signal.
Depending on the complexity of the modeling, effects such as reflection, re-
fraction and scattering can be captured. However, the greater the complexity,
the greater the computational requirements of the model. Therefore, many
techniques try to reduce modeling complexity by performing simplifications
on these models to lower their computational cost [49, 86].

We now outline some limitations of static optimization. First, it is costly and
time-consuming. Depending on the size of the deployment, manual site surveys can
take from a few weeks to several months. Virtual site surveys solve this problem
but still require collecting detailed information about the site in order to produce
good configurations. Second, static optimization is based on a premise that is
fundamentally flawed. It assumes that the RF environment is stable and predictable
over time [32]. On the contrary, the RF environment can change significantly, even
by the movement of people and minor restructuring of the environment (e.g., moving
a metal cabinet a few centimeters). Moreover, with wireless LANs sharing the
same spectrum with many other devices, RF interference can become an increasing
problem in wireless deployments (e.g., with the presence of cordless phones). In such
scenarios, at any point in time, a static network configuration cannot exploit parts
of the spectrum that are under-utilized, to provide better performance. Finally,
organizational changes (e.g., corporate restructuring) also affect static deployments,
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where previous RF measurements and/or predictions are no longer valid because
of changes in the propagation environment. This leads us to an important point.
There likely will never be a single optimal configuration that can last the lifetime of
the deployment. In fact, the configuration will need to evolve over time to provide
consistent performance. This calls for a dynamic solution to the problem.

3.2 Dynamic WLAN Optimization

Dynamic wireless LAN optimization provides a means for dynamically configuring
the wireless network. Such techniques fall into two categories: network monitoring
with manual configuration and network monitoring with automatic configuration.
Self-managing systems support automatic configuration.

3.2.1 Manual Configuration/Automated Monitoring

An automated monitoring system periodically acquires network state to decide
whether changes are required to the network configuration. Monitoring is done
using either the existing network, or through out-of-network devices (e.g., wireless
sensors) that periodically probe and measure different statistics of the network.
This information is then collected at a central site where an administrator can an-
alyze it and make any necessary configuration changes. SNMP-based management
tools have been proposed for this purpose, and are typically supported for enterprise
wireless LAN management [32].

Many specialized hardware monitoring tools have been developed for accurately
diagnosing performance problems in wireless networks. These devices support tech-
niques such as passively sniffing on-air traffic to discover network state. They can
also be used for actively probing the network, by pumping packets into it. Example
tools include AirMagnet’s Enterprise device [14], WildPacket’s RFGrabber [25], and
the Omni-Wireless Sensor [24]. Cheaper alternatives using general-purpose hard-
ware have also been proposed, such as a measurement system that uses a dense
deployment of wireless USB adapters plugged into the existing desktop infrastruc-
ture for monitoring purposes [35]. The reduced cost per device leads to denser
deployment. However, for hardware monitoring tools in general, their effectiveness
is dependent on their capabilities, their spatial location in the environment, and the
techniques used to combine statistics from all monitoring devices [87]. Additionally,
the network view captured by these devices may not reflect the actual view of the
network, due to path diversity in the wireless environment.
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Alternative techniques include monitoring the wireless medium through the in-
network devices themselves, i.e. the clients/APs. Qiu et al. [28], provide a fault-
diagnosis architecture where clients report problems to the network through other
connected clients. Another approach [66, 67] uses client site reports to obtain
network state. These techniques accurately capture the actual view of the network
but may come at the cost of reduced performance or increased energy consumption.
These issues are elaborated in Chapter 5.

3.2.2 Automated Configuration/Automated Monitoring

Recently, there has been an interest in developing self-managing systems that con-
figure and heal themselves in response to changes in the wireless environment.
Many startups have emerged in the last few years that propose such systems
[4, 6, 11, 19, 22, 23]. At a fundamental level, all these systems can be classified into
one of two categories: decentralized fat-access-point architectures, or centralized
thin-access-point architectures.

• Decentralized Fat Access Points: Decentralized fat access points are access
points that have all the intelligence (i.e., measurement and configuration
capabilities) built into them. Therefore, they either sense the wireless en-
vironment and unilaterally decide the best configuration for themselves, or
coordinate with each other to agree globally on the best configuration. Auto-
Cell [4] supports access-point coordination where access points communicate
with each other in a decentralized fashion. On the other hand, Engim [2]
access points do not coordinate, and simply decide on the best configuration
by sensing configurations of neighbouring access points. Akella et al. [31] also
use similar mechanisms (i.e., using RSSI and packet delivery statistics) for
the purposes of configuring the transmit power of access points. However, in
many situations, configuring access points based on local information is not
sufficient for reaching good, and more importantly, stable configurations, as is
discussed in [84]. Therefore, in our work, we explore coordinated approaches
to configuring access points.

• Centralized Thin Access Points: In this architecture, a centralized controller
(or switch) connects to all access points [53]. The access points do not con-
figure themselves but observe the wireless environment and send reports to
the central controller. The controller then decides the best configuration for
each access point. The access points are thin because they are not intelligent
enough to make decisions by themselves. The advantage of this architecture
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is that it is cheaper to maintain because access-point costs are lower. As a re-
sult, equipment-replacement costs go down. Meru [19], Aruba [12], Extricom
[17], and Trapeze Networks [22] are examples of companies that use such an
architecture for wireless LAN management.

Some academic researchers have also pursued the idea of centralization. Echos
[81] is an architecture that uses a centralized controller to manage the power
and carrier-sense threshold of access points and clients. The goal is to mini-
mize access-point interference. However, the proposed solution only addresses
exposed-terminal problems and does not deal with other types of RF inter-
ference. MiFi [37] uses an alternate approach with a centralized controller for
time multiplexing wireless access points such that that no two access points
that interfere with each other are activated at the same time. Although this
technique is well grounded, it only works well in sparse deployments, where
the delays due to time-multiplexing are small. In dense deployments, this
approach does not scale well.

“Third generation” architectures have also been proposed that combine thin
and fat access-point capabilities. Xirrus [27] provides a single integrated device that
incorporates multiple access points into a single wireless LAN array. All the access
points use a common MAC layer and therefore only consist of three components: the
baseband, RF circuitry, and power amplifier. This single device can then be used
to provide complete coverage over the desired space. This significantly decreases
management overheads of the system. However, the solution does not provide fault
tolerance and, in particular, represents a single point of failure, where a fault in the
device can disrupt service for everybody.

3.3 Detecting Interference

In this section, we briefly discuss some techniques in the literature for detecting RF
interference. The detection process occurs during the network monitoring phase.

• Analytical Methods: Analytical methods [29, 37, 54] capture interference by
assuming wireless signal attenuation occurs uniformly as a function of dis-
tance [50]. As a result, the coverage of a wireless network is assumed to be
circular and static. In such scenarios, the interference range of a transmitter
is typically twice the transmission range, and a node experiences interference
if it lies in the interference range of another transmitter. A vast amount of
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literature on wireless networks assumes this model for interference. However,
because this model does not represent reality accurately, many of the proposed
protocols do not work well in practice. Alternatively, complex modeling tech-
niques such as Stochastic Geometry [34] have also been proposed, but they fail
to account for the dynamic nature of the wireless medium. Therefore, analyt-
ical methods, in general, do not capture interference accurately in practical
settings.

• Statistical Methods: Statistical methods measure the performance of a wire-
less network and use a variety of metrics for inferring the existence of interfer-
ence. Akella et al. [31] use packet-loss rate and values of signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at the receiver to detect the existence of interference. Maniezzo et al.
[62] estimate the impact of interference between two nodes based on the esti-
mated Signal-to-Interference-Noise Ratio (SINR) at the receiver. Adya et al.
[28] use packet-loss rate and round-trip time to detect performance problems,
and for inferring the existence of interference.

However, these techniques also perform poorly in isolating the existence, de-
gree, and source of RF interference correctly. This is because there are too
many environmental variables that can simultaneously affect the parameters
being measured. This motivates the need to develop a controlled environ-
ment in which we can isolate the problem properly. Qiu et al. [73] adopt this
approach by using a trace-driven simulation framework. They collect traces
from the real environment and replay them in the simulator. The simulator
acts as a controlled environment in which accurate root-cause analysis can be
done. Parallel to the ideas in this thesis, Padhye et al. [71] discuss an approach
of running pairwise experiments, in a controlled environment, between nodes
to detect and quantify interference. However, the number of experiments they
require is quite large and can take up to 28 hours for an entire deployment,
making their approach infeasible for operation in a realtime environment. In
our work, we show that it is possible to run similar experiments “on the fly”
and with little performance overhead to participating nodes.

3.4 Parameter Configuration

In this section, we briefly cover some techniques that have been proposed in the
literature for configuring the wireless LAN parameters we presented in Chapter 2.
We focus particularly on channel assignment and power control, and only briefly
list a few others.
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1. Channel Assignment: Channel assignment has been studied extensively in
the literature [51, 66, 75, 76, 77], especially in the context of cellular net-
works [57, 58, 78]. It is a well-known NP-hard problem. Intuitively, it seems
that channel assignment strategies for cellular networks can also be applied
to channel assignment in wireless LANs. However, this is not true for the
following reasons. First, cellular-network deployments are usually planned
symmetrically, where the coverage of a base station does not extend beyond a
well-defined region of space. This allows the network planner to exploit sym-
metry in the deployment to apply relatively straightforward channel re-use
techniques, where the same channel may be used anywhere outside a base
station’s coverage area. Second, due to the large number of cellular chan-
nels available, the granularity at which channel assignment is done in cellular
networks is much finer than in wireless LANs, which have a limited number
of orthogonal channels. Finally, the coverage area of a cellular-network base
station is more uniform and less dynamic, making the resulting channel assign-
ment more stable. Cellular base stations are mounted atop tall towers, where
the impact on wireless signal propagation is much smaller than that seen
indoors, where wireless LANs typically operate. These reasons make chan-
nel assignment strategies in cellular networks infeasible for wireless LANs.
However, a number of heuristics and techniques have been proposed in the
optimization literature that are suitable for this problem. Greedy heuristics
are the simplest techniques that iteratively assign channels to access points
using some selection criteria [40, 47, 56, 61, 69, 88]. Techniques such as local
search, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithms (discussed in Chapter 4)
can also be applied for channel assignment [41, 42, 60, 82, 89]. For instance,
Mishra et al. [67] use a randomized search algorithm that incorporates client
interference in the channel assignment process. In our work, we also use a
particular optimization technique for performing optimal channel assignment.

2. Power Control: For the coverage-planning problem, power control has been
shown to be NP-complete (it has been reduced to the well known 3-SAT prob-
lem). In terms of interference minimization, Sheth et al. [79] modify transmit
power dynamically as part of the MAC protocol they propose to minimize
interference between pairs of communicating nodes. They also propose an
implementation of transmit-power control to minimize energy consumption,
where the sender obtains feedback from the receiver on the strength of the
received signal. The transmitter uses this information to decide the optimal
power to use for transmitting all subsequent packets [33]. Akella et al. [31]
also use a similar feedback mechanism for estimating the SNR of the signal at
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the receiver. They use this for adjusting the transmission power of the access
points. Daji et al. [72] compute optimum power levels off-line, for each desti-
nation node. The optimum power level can then be used after an RTS/CTS
exchange with the destination, to prevent hidden terminal problems.

3. Other Techniques: Other tuning parameters that have also been used for
improving wireless network performance are briefly mentioned further.

Transmission-rate adaptation has been studied for improving performance
for wireless clients. Auto Rate Fallback (ARF) [32] was the first algorithm
publicly available for adaptive rate adjustment, based on observed packet-loss
rates. Due to the limitations of ARF, an extension of this algorithm called
Adaptive ARF has also been proposed that modifies the threshold used by
ARF for deciding between rate changes [59]. Bicket et al. [39] propose an
algorithm called sampleRate that samples different rates to find the best one,
based on the achieved packet-delivery ratio.

Phased antenna arrays using smart antennas and beam-forming technology
have been used commercially for improving wireless LAN performance. Xirrus
and Vivato [23] use this technology to maximize spatial diversity, which in
turn improves network performance. Vivato uses narrow beams that follow
clients, providing consistent coverage for them wherever they are situated.

In conjunction with phased antenna arrays, Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
(MIMO) systems are also being used for exploiting spatial diversity in indoor
environments. MIMO systems prove useful in situations where non-line-of-
sight (NLOS), multi-path, and scattering effects are dominant. Examples
include MIMO-based access-point offerings from Linksys and D-Link [16, 26].
Spatial diversity has also been exploited with the help of multiple access
points. Signals from a client are picked up by two or more access points, and
the client is then serviced by the access point that receives the best signal
[68]. These techniques are similar in spirit to MIMO systems that use multiple
antennas to achieve the same objective.

3.5 Related IEEE Standards

We briefly cover some standards proposed recently for supporting management
capabilities in 802.11x-compliant wireless technology.

• IEEE 802.11k: The IEEE 802.11k standard [5] describes mechanisms by
which clients provide site reports to access points. These site reports con-
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tain information such as the channel quality with respect to the client, and
information on neighbouring access points and clients that this client can
hear. Specific functionality that the 802.11k standard defines includes the
collection of accurate RF channel information, hidden node information, and
client statistics.

• IEEE 802.11h: The IEEE 802.11h standard [7] is meant primarily for use
in Europe, and defines automatic mechanisms for performing transmit-power
control and channel assignment. The goal is to mitigate interference that
wireless LANs cause on radar and satellite systems. The standard is being
proposed solely for IEEE 802.11a, operating in the 5Ghz band. Although
defined separately, 802.11k and 802.11h use a variety of techniques that are
common to both standards.

• IEEE CAPWAP Standard: The IEEE CAPWAP standard [1] defines a com-
mon framework to allow inter-operability between different vendors’ access
points. In existing self-managing systems, vendors typically use automatic
discovery mechanisms or tunneling protocols for this purpose. CAPWAP tries
to streamline this process for wireless access points that need to communicate
with a variety of different wireless LAN vendor solutions.

• IEEE 802.11v: The IEEE 802.11v standard [9] is the latest standard that
proposes full-featured network management support for IEEE 802.11x net-
works. 802.11v complements the 802.11k standard by providing the necessary
support at the infrastructure end. This allows ease of deployment and man-
agement and also provides support for other services such as load-balancing
between wireless access points. The standard also envisions building a com-
mon platform to allow multiple vendors’ access points to inter-operate. To
achieve this goal, it plans to use mechanisms proposed in the IEEE CAPWAP
standard.

We have briefly outlined both past and present work related to self-management
of wireless LANs. Traditional approaches are not well-suited to dynamically chang-
ing wireless environments whereas existing approaches fall short in providing the
desired functionality. Moreover, accurate approaches to detecting RF interference
are also lacking and need to be considered in the context of self-management, in
conjunction with appropriate mechanisms for parameter configuration. In the next
chapter, we discuss a simpler problem related to self-management, to gain insights
into the general problem. Chapter 5 then discusses the self-management architec-
ture that we propose in this thesis.
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Chapter 4

Static Optimization

Recall from the previous chapter that there are two approaches to managing wireless
LANs, i.e., static optimization and dynamic optimization. In this chapter, we study
a problem that attempts to meet the objectives for static optimization. We explore
this simpler problem to gain some intuition on the form for the more complex
dynamic optimization solution, presented in Chapter 5. The description of this
problem is outlined next.

4.1 Problem Description

The goal for static optimization is to output a set of access-point locations and
configurations that maximize a given objective function. The problem that we ex-
plore here only looks at computing optimal access-point configurations. In an ideal
world, we envision that a wireless infrastructure installer can place a number of
APs roughly equally spaced in a geographical area, without necessarily doing a site
survey, and then simply walk away. The APs should manage their channel and
power allocation to maximize coverage. If there are persistent dead spots, then the
system should automatically detect them and tell the installer where to add an AP.
Conversely, if some AP’s power level has been set to zero, the installer could be
asked to remove that AP. Moreover, the system should adapt its parameters dy-
namically in response to changing workloads and environmental conditions. Based
on these observations, we believe that the access point configuration problem is of
greater importance and therefore explore it here.

For this problem, we select the channel and transmit power of the access points
as tuning parameters to maximize the objective function. The objective function
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we consider attempts to maximize coverage of the deployment region, and not
necessarily capacity. Because we are addressing the static optimization problem,
we assume that in the final solution we generate, the coverage areas of the APs will
remain static. However, as we discuss later, the model we develop for this problem
is general enough to cater to dynamic optimization as well. This model is presented
further.

4.2 Utility Model

We first state the general problem more formally. This allows us to state our
assumptions crisply and delineate the scope of our solution.

We assume that the wireless network infrastructure is meant to cover a given
geographical area, A. At a point with coordinates (x, y) in A, we define a utility
function U(x, y). This utility function is proportional to the transmission rate that
can be obtained by a client at that point, and is zero at points where there is no
coverage. The transmission rate at a given point, in turn, depends on the load
from other clients at the closest AP, and the signal strengths and the degree of
interference among multiple APs that cover that point. For instance, if there is a
single AP serving that location, with a high signal strength and no other clients,
then the transmission rate is high. On the other hand, a point that is far away
from all the APs or is too near multiple APs would have a low transmission rate.

We model the degree of interference, for locations in overlapping AP coverage
areas, as being proportional to the sum of the traffic loads in each such AP. We
can summarize this discussion as follows. Let AP (x, y) be the AP with the highest
signal strength at (x, y), where AP (x, y) = φ if no AP has a signal strength higher
than the signal floor at that point. Then, a mobile at (x, y) will associate with
AP (x, y). We define the set Interfere(x, y) as the set of APs and clients that have
a signal strength greater than the signal floor at (x, y) and are not AP (x, y). Then:

U(x, y) ∝ 1

load(AP (x, y))
(4.1)

U(x, y) ∝ signal strength(AP (x, y)) (4.2)

U(x, y) ∝ 1∑
i∈Interfere(x,y) load(i)

(4.3)

We would like to choose channel assignments and power levels so as to maxi-
mize the overall utility, subject to constraints on the number of available channels,
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the number of available power levels, the traffic load at each AP, and the (x,y)
placements of the access points.1

Formally, the objective function we wish to maximize is:

Maximize

∫
(x,y)∈A

U(x, y)dxdy (4.4)

Given that we need to assign channels and transmit power levels to each of
the APs, the problem is therefore a joint channel assignment and power control
(CAPC) optimization problem. Our long-term goal is to solve the general CAPC
problem in realistic settings. For this solution, we solve a simpler version of the
CAPC problem by choosing a simpler form of the utility function. Harder versions
of the CAPC problem correspond to more complex utility functions.

4.3 Geometric Model

Our model attempts to maximize the objective function of Equation 4.4. We make
the following simplifying assumptions:

• APs in 2-D plane: We assume APs are located in a two-dimensional plane.

• Omni-directional Antennas : We assume all APs are equipped with omni-
directional antennas.

• Physical Interference Model : We adopt the interference model used in [50] for
modeling signal path loss in our model. Using this model and the assumptions
listed above, our coverage areas can be represented as circular disks in a 2-
dimensional plane.

• Centralized Solution: We assume that a single central coordinator determines
the optimal solution. Given that most real deployments have a centralized
controller for authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA), this as-
sumption is not particularly strong.

• Cooperation: We assume that the APs are cooperative.

1Though the discussion so far has assumed static coverage areas and traffic loads, it can be
trivially extended with a time parameter to allow us to compute the overall utility at each point
in time.
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Figure 4.1: Model lattice that represents (x,y) location coordinates in the vertical
plane and channels in the horizontal plane.

• Access Point Interference: We only consider AP-AP interference for our
model.

• Symmetric Channels : We assume channels are symmetric.

• Identical APs : We assume all APs have identical discrete power levels and
choices of channels.

Based on these assumptions, we can represent our model geometrically as shown
in Figure 4.1. The vertical plane on the lattice embeds the locations of each of the
access points, which are fixed. The channels are represented in the third dimension
as the horizontal plane on the lattice. The transmit powers and corresponding
coverage areas of each of the APs are represented by dashed circles around the
APs A, B, and C. Larger transmit powers correspond to larger circles on the 2-D
plane. Therefore, using this model, overlapping circles indicate interference between
neighbouring APs.

With this model and the stated assumptions, we translate the CAPC optimiza-
tion problem into two simple geometric problems:

1. Packing variable-size disks on a rectangle (PACK-RECT): Here, we model
the utility function as follows:

• U(x, y) = 0 if there is no coverage at (x, y), i.e., AP (x, y) = φ,

• U(x, y) = 1 if Interfere(x, y) = φ,

• U(x, y) = −∞ if Interfere(x, y) 6= φ.
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Here, we study power control only (i.e., a single channel), ignoring the effects
of client load and assuming uniform signal strength in a coverage area. Given
the utility function above, it is easy to see that no coverage overlap between
adjacent APs is allowed. The problem thus reduces to a packing problem for
fixed-location variable-sized disks on a 2-dimensional plane where the objec-
tive is to maximize the coverage of the plane. This problem is computationally
hard because there are pn possible solutions where n is the number of access
points and p is the number of discrete power levels for each AP. For even
small deployments with 10 APs and considering only 5 possible power levels,
there are more than 9 million possible solutions.

2. Packing variable-size disks on a stack of rectangles (PACK-ST): This problem
extends the previous one for multiple channels, keeping the utility function the
same. In this case, each rectangle represents a separate channel. Due to the
additional degree of freedom, we now need to solve the channel assignment
problem as well. It has been shown in [51] that the channel assignment
problem for wireless LANs is NP-hard.2

Optimal solutions to even these simplified problems are computationally hard.
Therefore, in an effort to build practical solutions, we devise heuristics to approx-
imate the optimal solution. We then compare their performance relative to the
optimal solution, computed using exhaustive search.

4.4 Heuristics

Many techniques can be used for generating assignments of power levels and chan-
nels to access points. We first present a classification of techniques, and then
propose heuristics for solving the problem.

• Greedy Algorithms: Greedy algorithms are the simplest of those techniques
that iteratively select access points and assign them a channel and power
level [40, 47, 56, 61, 69, 88]. The order in which access points are selected can
be based on a number of factors (e.g., their location, degree of interference,
etc.). Some of the heuristics that we propose also use a greedy approach to
maximizing the objective function.

2The authors reduce the channel assignment problem to a maximum k -colourable graph prob-
lem on an unweighted graph, where k is the number of channels.
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• Search Optimization Techniques: There are many search techniques in the
optimization literature that can be applied to the problem of power level and
channel assignment. We present a few illustrative examples here.

1. Randomized Search: Randomized search probes a random sequence of
configurations in the search space to look for good solutions. The strength
of this approach is that it provides better coverage of the search space.
However, the algorithm is not guaranteed to converge quickly to the opti-
mal solution, or converge at all for that matter. Therefore, an algorithm
that uses randomized search needs to be run multiple times to approx-
imate a good solution to the problem. We propose one such approach
for static optimization.

2. Local Search: In local search, an initial solution is generated either ran-
domly, or through some other method, and is then improved in subse-
quent steps through neighbourhood search. Multiple passes can be made
over access points, and their configurations altered. Guided Local Search
(GLS) [82] is an extension of local search that avoids the possibility of
getting stuck in local minimas.

3. Tabu Search: Tabu search is a form of local search that allows moves that
are non-improving, to escape local minimas [42]. The algorithm moves to
the best solution in the neighborhood while simultaneously maintaining a
record of previously visited bad solutions in a Tabu-list. In each iteration
of Tabu search, all bad solutions visited in that iteration are placed in
the Tabu-list. The length of the Tabu-list is given by some value k, which
is specified as a tuning parameter of the search algorithm. If there isn’t
enough space in the list to add bad solutions that are visited in the
current iteration, some old solutions are removed. This also prevents
the technique from getting stuck in cycles during the search. In Chapter
5, we discuss how we extend this technique for channel assignment.

4. Simulated Annealing: Simulated annealing also allows non-improving
moves, to escape from local minimas [89]. At each step, a determination
of the feasibility of a configuration is made. If the configuration improves
the solution, it is accepted. Otherwise, the solution is accepted based on
a temperature parameter that decides how large of a move is allowed in
the search space. The value of the temperature parameter is gradually
decreased based on a cooling schedule. Therefore, simulated annealing
requires two inputs: a mechanism to probe the search space and a cooling
schedule. The search is terminated if either a sufficiently good solution
has been found, or the temperature becomes low enough.
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5. Genetic Algorithms: Genetic algorithms apply concepts from Darwin’s
theory of evolution, to evolve a population of solutions and improve
them through the means of selection, mating, and mutation [60]. Ini-
tially, a random set of solutions is generated (referred to as individuals
of the population) which are then ranked based on the concept of Pareto
dominance. In the selection process, individuals are selected for breed-
ing based on their goodness (i.e., fitness value). In the mating process,
crossover is performed between previously selected configurations using
a chosen crossover point. Finally, mutation is also performed to allow
non-improving moves in the search space, with a small probability.

Despite the variety of optimization techniques available to solve the channel as-
signment and power control problem, we find that simple heuristics approximate the
optimal solution quite well. Further, we present four simple heuristic power-control
algorithms for the PACK-RECT problem and two algorithms for joint channel as-
signment and power control (PACK-ST). All APs are initialized to the lowest power
level (i.e., a transmit power of zero) when the algorithms begin execution.

4.4.1 Randomized Incremental Algorithm (RIA)

The idea behind this algorithm is to pick an AP at random and increase its power
level, until either the maximum power is reached, or the AP begins to interfere with
another AP. More formally, the algorithm first places all APs into an unordered
feasible set. It then randomly picks an AP from the set and increases its power
level by one step. If the transmit power of the AP cannot be increased any further
or increasing its power causes interference, it is removed from the set, otherwise it
is kept. The algorithm then selects another AP at random and repeats this process
until eventually all APs have been removed from the set. This process is illustrated
in Algorithm 1.

Due to randomization, a single run of this algorithm does not always yield a
good solution. Therefore we run the algorithm many times and choose the run
with the best performance. In the worst case, no APs interfere and the algorithm
incrementally increases the power of each AP until all APs reach maximum transmit
power. Therefore, the running time of RIA is bounded by O(p ∗ n), where p and n
are the number of discrete power levels and access points respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Randomized Incremental Algorithm (Tx = Transmit Power)

1: f = {ap1, ap2, ap2, . . . , api} /* feasible set of APs */
2: while true do
3: Randomly select an access point api from f .
4: if ap′is Tx 6= max. Tx then
5: Increase api’s power by one.
6: if ( ∃(x, y) s.t. U(x, y) = −∞ ) then
7: Decrease api’s power by one and allocate it this power level.
8: Remove api from f .
9: end if

10: else
11: Remove api from f and allocate it its current power level.
12: end if
13: if f = ∅ then
14: Terminate.
15: end if
16: end while

4.4.2 Generalized Greedy Power-Allocation Algorithm

Algorithm 2 illustrates the general steps followed by the other three power-control
algorithms. The generalized algorithm greedily increases the transmit power of an
AP, chosen in turn from an ordered feasible set, to the maximum possible power,
given AP interference and power constraints.

Distance-based Ordering Algorithm (DOA)

The DOA algorithm orders the feasible set by decreasing distance of an AP from
the center of mass (or centroid) defined by: (

∑
i(xi/n),

∑
i(yi/n) ), where (xi, yi)

are the coordinates of APi and n is the number of APs. The DOA algorithm is
based on the idea that APs farthest from the center of mass are likely to experience
less interference and thus should be the first to have their power level increased
greedily. An illustration of the computed centroid is shown in Figure 4.2. Using an
efficient sorting algorithm such as quick-sort for set ordering, the worst-case run-
ning time of DOA is bounded by O(n log n), where n is the number of access points.
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Algorithm 2 Generalized Greedy Power Allocation Algorithm (Tx = Transmit Power)

1: f = {ap1, ap2, ap2, . . . , api} /* feasible set of APs */
2: Order set based upon power control algorithm used.
3: for i = 1 . . . | f | do
4: Expand coverage of api until (∃(x, y) s.t. U(x, y) = −∞) or api’s Tx = max.

Tx.
5: if ( ∃(x, y) s.t. U(x, y) = −∞ ) then
6: Decrease api’s power by one and allocate it this power level.
7: end if
8: end for

Figure 4.2: The center point indicates the center of mass (or centroid) of the five
APs.

Voronoi-based Ordering Algorithm (VOA)

The VOA algorithm makes use of the Voronoi diagram, a geometrical model com-
monly used for a variety of problems in computational geometry [45]. VOA parti-
tions the deployment region into n cells, where n is the number of access points.
Each access points resides in exactly one of these cells. The cells are called Voronoi
regions, where in any given region, every point in that region is closer to the access
point of that region than any other access point in any other region. This parti-
tioning is also referred to as a Voronoi tessellation of the deployment region and is
illustrated in Figure 4.3.

There are many ways to construct a Voronoi diagram. The most efficient tech-
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Figure 4.3: An example Voronoi diagram of a set of access point locations.

nique is based on Fortune’s Algorithm, which can compute the diagram in O(n log n)
time, where n is the number of access points [45]. Using this diagram, the greedy
algorithm then orders access points based on the size of the Voronoi region with
which they are associated. Access points with larger Voronoi regions are placed first
in the list and so on. The intuition behind the ordering is that access points that
have larger Voronoi regions are less restricted in terms of their ability to maximize
coverage. Therefore, these access points are given priority for coverage maximiza-
tion. Not surprisingly, access points that reside at the corners of the deployment
space have on average larger coverage areas because of fewer neighbouring access
points that restrict their expansion. In this way, DOA also approximates VOA be-
cause it sorts APs in order of their distance from the centroid, giving access points
at the boundary larger coverage than those closer to the center.

Interference-based Ordering Algorithm (IOA)

The IOA algorithm uses the degree of interference at each AP to order the feasible
set. IOA first instructs all APs to transmit at maximum power. Using this configu-
ration, IOA calculates a degree of interference at each AP as the amount of overlap
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Figure 4.4: The classification of APs based on interference performed by IOA. In
this figure, all APs transmit at the maximum transmit power. Since AP3 does not
interfere with other APs, it is the first AP whose transmit power is increased.

that an AP experiences in its coverage area with neighbouring APs. APs are then
placed in the feasible set in increasing order of interference. The ordering thus gives
priority to APs with low interference, ensuring that the aggregate interference is
minimized while the coverage area is also maximized. An illustration of how IOA
might classify APs based on the degree of interference is shown in Figure 4.4. The
worst-case running time of IOA is also O(n log n).

4.4.3 Multi-Channel Algorithms

So far, we have assumed all APs share a single channel. We now study the multi-
channel case. We assume n access points and m channels, where m is typically much
smaller than n. Therefore, the objective here is to devise algorithms that construct
good channel re-use configurations. The following issues need to be addressed:

1. Which channel does each AP use?

2. What power-level should each AP use?

We assume separability of the two issues and first allocate channels to APs before
allocating power levels. Power-level assignment is done using the RIA, DOA, VOA
and IOA algorithms presented earlier. Therefore, we concentrate on the first issue.
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The general solution to channel assignment is known to be NP-hard [51], and
therefore, we discuss a heuristic algorithm that approximates the optimal solution.
We also describe a naive random channel-allocation algorithm that is used as a
“straw man” for comparison with our proposed algorithm.

Two-Phase Channel Assignment

This channel assignment algorithm operates in two phases. In the first phase, it
generates a set of APs that are either ordered based on the metric used for power
control (i.e., for DOA/VOA/IOA), or are in a random order (i.e., for RIA). In
the second phase, the algorithm begins by removing the first AP from the set and
assigning it to the first channel. Then, using this AP as a reference point, the
algorithm removes n

m
− 1 APs farthest in distance from this reference AP and also

adds them to the first channel. Assuming that APs are uniformly distributed within
an area, an assumption that is likely to be valid for most practical scenarios, this
not only assigns the same channel to APs that interfere minimally with each other,
but is also likely to divide the load evenly across the channels. This process is
repeated for each available channel in turn.

This algorithm has several variants. For example, instead of sequentially allo-
cating n

m
APs to each channel, we can assign just two APs to each channel at each

iteration of the algorithm and repeat this process in a round-robin fashion across all
the channels until all APs have been assigned. We found that this variant performs
almost exactly the same as the algorithm discussed above, thus we only present
results for the first algorithm.

Random Channel Assignment

For random channel assignment, we begin with an unordered set of APs. We
proceed sequentially through the set and, uniformly at random, assign a channel
to each AP. Thus, although there is no limit to the number of APs that can be
assigned to a channel, on average, we expect to assign approximately n

m
APs to

each channel. Nevertheless, since this algorithm does not consider interference or
distance between APs in its assignment process, we expect it to perform poorly in
comparison with our two-phase channel-assignment algorithm.
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4.5 Evaluation

We now evaluate our algorithms for power control and channel assignment. We first
compare our power control algorithms with each other and the optimal configura-
tion. We then compare the two-phase channel assignment algorithm with random
channel assignment.

4.5.1 Evaluation Methodology

We have written a compact simulator in Java to compare our algorithms. We emu-
late a random deployment scenario by randomly placing APs on a two-dimensional
grid of fixed size (i.e. 500x500). APs are placed such that no two APs occupy
the same location, but they may be within interference range of one another (even
if they transmit at minimum power). This may cause some APs to be effectively
blocked out during the configuration-generation process. We discuss the implica-
tions of this problem in later sections. The inputs to the simulation include:

• The number of deployed APs,

• The number of available channels,

• The number of transmit powers to choose from,

• The maximum transmit power of all APs,

• The power control algorithm being used, and

• The channel assignment algorithm being used.

Coverage areas of APs are represented as uniform circular areas on the grid.
As indicated in Section 4.3, since we are solving the PACK-RECT and PACK-ST
problems, the objective here is to maximize coverage of the grid while keeping the
interference zero. The maximum transmit power of an AP is computed by taking
the maximum coverage of the AP as a fraction of the total grid area (which is 30%
for our simulations). This prevents any single AP from using up the entire grid,
since, due to power limitations, this is unlikely to happen in practice. For most
of our results, we have also fixed the number of transmit-power levels to 15. The
numbers of transmit-power levels are quite diverse across different vendors [3, 13]
and we find that 15 power levels covers the space of most typical radios. For our
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multi-channel results, we also fixed the number of available channels to three. This
represents the most widely-deployed 802.11b systems.3 For transmission rate, we
adopt a conservative approach where APs always transmit at 1 Mbps uniformly
across their entire coverage area. We defer the study of dynamic rate-adaptation
schemes based on path loss to future work.

To compute the utility, we used Monte-Carlo sampling. That is, we randomly
select some sample points within the coverage areas, to estimate the cumulative
coverage of all the APs. We could have used an exact method for computing cover-
age areas by first computing the coverage of each AP and then subtracting from it
any overlapping zones. However, computing overlaps exactly is a mathematically
daunting task. Monte-Carlo sampling provides a quick, simple, and fairly accurate
approximation of the coverage of the grid. In our computations, we used different
sample sizes and compared the relative error in the computed result. When com-
paring sample sizes of 50,000 and 250,000 for example, we found that the error in
the computed utility was less than ±1.6%, which is acceptable. The area of the
grid was 250,000.

4.5.2 Results

We repeated our simulation 30 times in order to minimize statistical variation in
our results. For every run, we generate a set of randomized AP locations to prevent
placement biases that could affect any of our algorithms. For RIA, in each run,
we also ran the algorithm 10 times on the same set of AP locations, and took the
maximum of the computed utilities. An example output of our simulator is shown
in Figure 4.5. We now discuss our results further.

Figure 4.6 presents the mean coverage area for each of our power-control algo-
rithms and the optimal solution (using only a single channel and five power levels).
For these low-density deployments, we see that the VOA, IOA, and DOA algorithms
perform quite close to the optimal solution, which was computed using exhaustive
search of all possible configurations. For high-density deployments, we are not able
to provide a quantitative comparison, since the search space for the optimal so-
lution increases exponentially fast with increasing AP densities. In general, since
we need to assign both power levels and channels to APs, the size of the search
space effectively becomes PN ∗ CN , where P = number of transmit powers, C =
number of channels, and N is the number of APs. For P = 5, C = 3, and N =

3Our multi-channel results only present the benefits of using multiple channels and their effect
on power control. We defer a study of the effect of varying the number of available channels on
the performance of the algorithms to future work.
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Figure 4.5: The square represents the area on which the APs are placed. Each
shade represents a separate channel.

10, we have ≈ 576 billion possible configurations! However, as we discuss later, we
do obtain evidence from our multi-channel results of near-optimal behavior even
for high density deployments. These results show that our algorithms cover almost
100% of the grid, clearly indicating that our algorithms are near optimal.

Figure 4.7 presents a comparison of VOA, IOA, DOA, and RIA. We observe
that RIA always performs worse than VOA, IOA and DOA, especially in high-
density environments. This is probably because RIA does not bias power-level
increases towards APs that are in less congested areas, causing it to perform poorly
in high-density environments where opportunities for interference increase. Another
reason may be that RIA increments power levels at all APs. In contrast, VOA,
DOA, and IOA maximize their coverage greedily at each step of the algorithm.
Consequently, with these algorithms, at high AP densities, APs that are close to
an AP transmitting at high power may effectively be blocked from communicating
at all. Although this may be thought of as negative behavior, it is actually beneficial
since it serves to reduce the overall interference in the system. Figure 4.8 illustrates
this by showing that the number of APs can be reduced by as much as 60% with
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Figure 4.6: Histogram of performance of power-control algorithms against optimal
configuration using single channel and five power levels.

the IOA algorithm while RIA uses almost all of the available APs. This result also
gives us an intuition as to the optimal number of APs that would be required to
cover a grid of a given size.

We now turn our attention to the multi-channel case. Figure 4.9 presents re-
sults for our power-control algorithms using random channel assignment and Figure
4.10 shows the performance of the power control algorithms using our two-phase
channel-assignment algorithm. These figures demonstrate the benefits of using mul-
tiple channels over a single channel. For dense environments, we see an almost 37%
increase in the cumulative coverage area as compared to a single channel. More-
over, the percentage grid coverage of the VOA/IOA/DOA algorithms increases
to approximately 93%, from about 70% for the single-channel case. Since the
interference region is effectively partitioned among the three channels, the cover-
age area increases. In addition, we also observe that the gap between RIA and
VOA/IOA/DOA has also decreased. Since the interference per channel has been
reduced, RIAs blindness to interference does not hurt it as much.

When we compare the performance of the random channel-assignment algorithm
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Figure 4.7: Performance of power-control algorithms using a single channel and 15
power-levels
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Figure 4.9: Performance of power-control algorithms using random channel assign-
ment for 3 channels and 15 power levels
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Figure 4.10: Performance of power-control algorithms using two-phase channel as-
signment for 3 channels and 15 power levels
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and our two-phase algorithm, we see that both algorithms perform roughly simi-
larly across the board. At low AP densities, the two-phase algorithm does perform
better because it places APs farthest away from each other (i.e., with least inter-
ference), onto a common channel. This gain is maximized for the first channel, but
decreases for later channels, so that overall, the gain from this strategy is not too
great, especially at higher AP densities. Intuitively, having multiple channels sim-
ply partitions the problem space into three. At high enough density, this reduction
in problem size does not reduce the overall interference level, and a random channel
assignment works just as well as a more complex channel allocation strategy. In
such situations, performance depends more on the power-allocation algorithm than
the channel-allocation algorithm, as illustrated by the better performance of VOA,
IOA, and DOA over RIA for both schemes. This leads us to advocate the (far
simpler) random channel-allocation strategy as a pragmatic solution in real-world
deployments.

4.6 Discussion

Deploying a wireless infrastructure network requires us to balance several conflicting
requirements. For this problem, we have taken the first step towards an ideal world,
where an installer can set up a network quickly and simply walk away. We propose
a successive-refinement approach to deployment. We argue that this approach is
better suited for real-world wireless deployments. We also present a mathematical
and geometric model that crisply describes the solution space and identifies the
characteristics of an optimal configuration. We design and evaluate heuristics that
yield near-optimal configurations. We find that the choice of heuristics for transmit-
power control of access points is a crucial factor in determining the quality of the
solution. We also find that a random channel-assignment approach is effective for
assigning channels as the deployment density increases.

We hasten to point out that our results are preliminary because they do not
capture several aspects of the real-world problem. For example, our interference
model is very simplistic and does not capture irregularity in the coverage of the
APs. This affects IOA since it relies on the underlying geometric model. Also, our
utility function assigns the same utility to each point on the covered grid. In reality,
this utility is dependent upon many factors: uplink/downlink channel conditions,
transmission rate, traffic load, etc. Finally, although our algorithms do perform
well in simulation, we still need to test them on a real testbed.

Nevertheless, our results do allow us to develop some intuition about the form
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of the final solution.

• Although finding the optimal configuration even for our simple problem is
hard, to our surprise, we find that simple heuristics approach this optimal
configuration closely.

• In general, careful power control appears to be more important than careful
channel allocation. This result should hold even in more general conditions.

• Surprisingly, VOA, IOA, and DOA all perform almost identically even though
IOA more accurately models the degree of interference and was thus expected
to be superior to VOA/DOA. Incidently, VOA/DOA are also insensitive to the
underlying geometric model, making them suitable for non-circular coverage
areas as well.

• We also observe that naive random channel assignment is able to perform
similarly to interference-aware two-phase channel assignment.

Based on these observations, we conjecture the following: For the coverage maxi-
mization problem, in dense deployments, an effective configuration strategy would
be to first perform a random assignment of channels to APs, and then to use a
greedy power-allocation algorithm that is the same as or similar in spirit to VOA
or DOA. Since channel assignment is performed at random, coordination is only
needed for power allocation.

In this chapter, we presented an approach to meet the objectives for static
optimization, to managing wireless LANs. We extend some of these ideas to the
self-managed architecture we present in the next chapter, to meet the objectives
for dynamic optimization.
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Chapter 5

Dynamic Optimization

We now present the design of an architecture for dynamic optimization. Recall, our
design goals arise from the need to build a solution that is incrementally deployable
and backwards-compatible. The techniques we use build on the utility model pre-
sented in the previous chapter. We use a conflict graph [66] for representing utility,
and extend it to capture additional information. We also present an experimental
approach to computing utility that is amenable to real-world deployments. Finally,
we also present techniques for optimizing utility. The first part of the chapter de-
scribes the high-level concepts that comprise the architecture, while the second part
discusses its implementation details.

5.1 Towards an Infrastructure-based Solution

Wireless LANs are comprised of wireless access points (or infrastructure) that are
connected to a wired network, and wireless clients (or end-points) that connect
to these access points. An infrastructure-based solution for these wireless LANs
only requires modifications to the access points and/or connected infrastructure.
Infrastructure-based solutions are easier to deploy than solutions requiring client
modifications, as the network is usually managed by a single administrative entity
(or provider). On the other hand, client devices are owned and operated by individ-
ual users. Take the example of an airport, where a self-managed wireless network
is deployed. It is unreasonable to expect passengers/users to modify or upgrade
their devices just to use the airport’s network. If Internet access is not absolutely
required, users may simply choose not to use the network, which is undesirable both
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for the network provider and end users. Therefore, for a solution to be practically
realizable, it must be backwards-compatible.

In contrast, many existing self-managing systems require modifying clients to
allow them to collect information on the RF environment, on behalf of the network.
Aside from lacking features for backwards-compatibility, other concerns with this
approach are as follows.

• Performance: Clients operating realtime applications can suffer from poor
performance if they are required to go off-line to collect information on the
RF environment. This problem is already evident in existing IEEE 802.11x
standards that mandate periodic scanning of channels by clients, to find better
access points to associate with. Scanning overheads have been shown to be
over 250ms [74], causing unacceptable delays for interactive applications such
as voice telephony.

• Energy Consumption: Clients collecting observations of the RF environment
also have to generate site reports for them. These reports are subsequently
forwarded to one or more neighbouring access points. Both these operations
(i.e., report generation and transmission) consume energy and can reduce the
battery life of client devices. This also raises issues of incentive compatibility
for clients that do not utilize the network as much. We are not aware of any
existing system that addresses these concerns.

• Network View: A client’s view of the network is highly dependent on its
spatial location in the environment. Ideally, to obtain the best view of the
network, clients would be uniformly distributed over the entire deployment
space. In reality, this is not true, and in campus-wide deployments, clients are
typically grouped in clusters [55]. An example of a scenario that suffers from
poor client distribution is depicted in Figure 5.1. Because clients do not reside
between APs 1 and 2, they are not able to identify inter-AP interference that
is being experienced by the APs.

• Site-Report Correctness: Site-report correctness refers to the accuracy of the
information provided by the clients. Because access points utilize this in-
formation for configuration purposes, clients can use this fact to game the
system. As there is no way to verify the correctness of the received reports,
clients can lie by indicating regions of high interference, causing the infrastruc-
ture to provision more resources (e.g. better channels) to their regions. For
this reason, it is important to reduce the dependency of the infrastructure on
the clients.
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Figure 5.1: Clients cannot detect the presence of inter-access point interference due
to poor distribution. Access points cannot detect it either because they are in each
others interference range.

We also identify an important fact regarding client reports. Clients can only
report observations of neighbouring clients and access points if they lie within the
transmission range of these devices. If clients are in their interference range instead,
they cannot correctly identify the interfering devices. As we discussed earlier, the
interference range is typically twice the transmission range. Therefore, there is a
high probability of having clients in the interference range.

5.2 Architecture Overview

Having identified the need for an infrastructure-based solution, we now present an
overview of our architecture, shown in Figure 5.2. The architecture is based on the
centralized thin-AP paradigm. The central controller assumes the responsibility of
the master that coordinates the channels and power levels of all access points. The
choices of channels and power levels are decided based on utility information, which
is computed using statistics collected by the access points. We first illustrate the
high-level procedure that is followed in computing these channels and power levels,
and then discuss each step in greater detail. We point out that the core functionality
of the architecture manifests itself in the optimizer module of the central controller.
Therefore, all of the steps (except the first two) that we outline next describe the
sequence of steps followed in the execution of the optimizer. These steps are also
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Figure 5.2: High-level illustration of self-management architecture

illustrated in Figure 5.3.

1. Utility Parameters: At startup, the central controller obtains input on the
performance parameters that are to be captured by the system. This in-
formation is obtained by means of an API that is exposed to the network
administrator. The administrator specifies each parameter along with a pref-
erence value (or weight) that she associates with it. The preference indicates
the importance of the parameter in the optimization process.

2. Utility Function: The parameters and their weights are used to generate a
utility function that identifies the performance objectives of the system. These
objectives may differ between deployments and the utility function allows us
to adapt to different operating environments.

3. Conflict Graph: A conflict graph (or CG), as described in [66], is used to
model interference between access points. Each access point is represented
by a vertex in the CG. An edge is added from a vertex A to a vertex B if the
access point corresponding to vertex A causes interference at the access point
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Figure 5.3: State diagram of steps followed in configuration optimization procedure.

corresponding to vertex B. The weight of the edge represents the amount
of interference that A causes at B. The edges of the CG only incorporate
direct access-point interference, and not interference that is experienced by
their clients. The conflict graph serves as a building block for many features
supported by our architecture, one of which is channel assignment.

4. Optimal Channel Assignment: Using the conflict graph from the previous
step, channel assignment performs a vertex colouring of the CG. Each colour
corresponds to a channel and therefore each vertex is assigned a particular
colour in the graph. The algorithm discussed in Section 5.3.4 is used for
coloring the CG. The CG is then updated to reflect the channels assigned to
the vertices. Therefore, if the vertices connected by an edge in the original
CG are coloured differently, the weight of the edge is zero. This process is
repeated for all access points to generate the updated CG.

5. Annotated Conflict Graph: The updated conflict graph generated in the pre-
vious step is then augmented further, to generate the Annotated Conflict
Graph, or ACG. The updated CG is annotated by adding clients to it one by
one. When adding a client, edges to/from access points and the client may be
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added that represent either client association to an access point or interfer-
ence between them. Note, clients do not have edges to all access points, and
vice versa. Association edges have weights that capture the positive utility
being obtained by the client from the access point. Interference edges have
weights that represent the disutility due to interference between them. When
a client is inserted into the conflict graph, a refinement of the access point’s
channel is also done to minimize the interference experienced by the client
from neighbouring access points and vice versa. We elaborate on this idea
further in Section 5.3.4.

6. Optimal Power-Level Assignment: The ACG is then used to perform power
control for the access points. Due to the nature of the ACG, the power-
control problem is essentially a maximization of the sum of the edge weights
in the ACG. This implicitly maximizes the utility function. The algorithm
we use for this problem is described in Section 5.3.4. Note, however, that
performing power control causes the underlying ACG to change. This is
because it changes the amount of interference that is being experienced by
access points and clients. Therefore, the ACG may need to be recomputed
(or refined) each time the power level of an access point is changed.

7. Incremental Power Refinement: The final step in the configuration process
is incremental power refinement. At this point, the system has entered the
successive-refinement phase where it remains, until optimal configurations
need to be recomputed. Incremental power refinement is a continuous process
where an access point is selected at random and its power level is either in-
creased or decreased. If the change improves the overall utility, it is kept,
otherwise it is discarded. The goal of this step is to allow the system to grad-
ually adjust to the changing environment. It also keeps the underlying ACG
up-to-date. However, there may be circumstances where a large change in
utility is measured by the system, or the previously computed optimal con-
figuration becomes stale (e.g., due to client migrations, access point failures,
etc.). This could require re-computation of power and channel assignments.
In our system, this refresh is triggered periodically (e.g., every 30 mins) where
the system measures the difference between the current utility and that which
was computed the last time optimal channel and power-level assignment was
performed. If the change is greater than a threshold (β), the system dis-
cards the current ACG and repeats the optimization process, as shown in
Figure 5.3. Otherwise, it returns to incremental power refinement.

We now discuss the conceptual framework on which the architecture is based.
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5.3 Architecture Components

5.3.1 Utility Function

We build on the utility framework described in Section 4.2, to construct more
sophisticated utility functions that capture multiple objectives. The strength of the
approach is the ability to specify more than one objective using a single optimization
function. The utility parameters and weights specified by the network administrator
are used to generate different types of objective functions. There may be multiple
definitions for a parameter and these need to be supplied for the utility function
as well. For example, access point load could be defined simply as the number of
clients associated to the access point, or by more sophisticated load definitions that
take into account transmission bit-rates of clients and the measured traffic demand.
The utility function can cater to any of these definitions. To our knowledge, no
other approach provides this flexibility in specifying objectives using a single unified
framework.

The utility (or objective) function consists of parameters that reflect not only
the network’s performance, but also that of wireless clients and applications. For
example, an FTP application is interested in maximizing throughput, whereas a
streaming application is more interested in minimizing end-to-end delay, given an
acceptable amount of bandwidth. This information can be supplied by clients when
they associate to the network. The system can then support individual user needs
as well.

We now examine the structure of the utility function in more detail. The general
utility function for the network can be expressed as follows:

Utotal = ΣkUk (5.1)

where,
Uk = w1p1 + w2p2 + ...wnpn (5.2)

Equation 5.1 represents the total utility of the system, and Equation 5.2 rep-
resents the utility obtained by each access point. Note, this definition of access
point utility assumes that the utility is represented as a weighted sum of the utility
obtained from each of the parameters. This is just for illustration purposes, as the
utility can be represented using any other utility function definition as well. In
Equation 5.2, p1 to pn represent the performance parameters that are to be cap-
tured, and w1 to wn are their respective normalized weights. Below, we discuss
some parameters for this utility function. Note, the definitions we supply for these
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parameters are by no means restrictive and other definitions may also be used.
These parameters serve as examples of how to specify objectives for the utility
function. We present two parameters for modeling client performance, one that
models network performance, and one that is applicable to both.

1. End-User Utility : For simplicity, we assume that a single application is being
run at each client. Our approach can easily be extended to multi-application
scenarios as well. We first consider end users that are running non-realtime
applications, where the goal is to maximize client throughput. In order to
provide structure to the problem, consider a two-client scenario. Both clients
are associated with the same access point. Client c1 is communicating at a
rate r1, while client c2 is communicating at r2. We assume that each client
continuously sends at a fixed rate and does not implement dynamic rate adap-
tation (e.g. Auto-Rate Fallback). In this scenario, the throughput of each
client is constrained by the wireless rate of the slower client. Because the
slower client occupies the medium for a longer period of time when transmit-
ting than does the faster one, the effective throughput of both is the same.
This performance anomaly for IEEE 802.11 networks was first pointed out in
[52]. Therefore, the throughput can be mathematically expressed as follows.
Suppose each client is transmitting b bits of information to the access point,
assuming symmetric channel conditions. Then,

b = r1t1

b = r2t2

where, t1 is the time taken by client c1 to transfer b bits and t2 is the time
taken by client c2. Therefore, the total time taken to transfer 2b bits of
information is t1 + t2. So, the average throughput (i.e. bits/time) is:

R =
2b

t1 + t2

=
2b

b( 1
r1

+ 1
r2

)

Assuming utility is proportional to the average throughput, the simplified
equation for average throughput can be stated as:

R =
1

( 1
r1

+ 1
r2

)
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Furthermore, we generalize the above equation for more than two clients,

R =
1∑

1
ri

(5.3)

where, ri is the wireless rate of client i. Because 802.11 supports short-term
fairness, R represents the average throughput of each client associated to
the access point. Because non-realtime clients are interested in maximizing
throughput, their utility is exactly the value specified using Equation 5.3. We
now consider how the utility of clients that are running realtime applications
can be specified using Equation 5.3. Suppose there are n non-realtime clients
and m realtime clients associated to the same access point. Suppose each
realtime client requires a minimum throughput of r̄ to satisfy application
demands. Then, to function properly, the following condition must hold:

1∑
1
ri

≥ r̄

If all realtime clients have identical throughput requirements, then each clients
utility (in terms of the average throughput) can be expressed as follows:

Rrealtime =
1∑

1
ri

, if
1∑

1
ri

≥ r̄

0 , Otherwise

Because each of these throughput equations is simply a measure of the utility
obtained by each of the clients, their aggregate utility can be expressed as
follows:

Uclients = Unonrealtime + Urealtime

=
n∑

1
ri

+ m ∗ (Rrealtime) (5.4)

2. Network Load : Network load is a parameter that caters to network perfor-
mance and is defined as the total load experienced by all access points in
the network. Access-point load is defined as the sum of the individual loads
contributed by its clients. This can be expressed as:

loadi = Σklik
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where loadi is the aggregate load experienced at access point i, and lik is the
load contributed by client k. The goal of specifying this parameter in the
utility function is to support load balancing across access points. Note, this
parameter only captures the effects of network load and it must be used in
conjunction with a tuning parameter to actually provide load-balancing func-
tionality. For a given total load in the system, we model the load-balancing
problem using the following utility function:

Uload = ΣiUloadi
(5.5)

Uloadi
= −(|loadi −

Σkloadk

N
|) (5.6)

Equation 5.6 assigns a negative utility to the difference between an AP’s load
and the average load, which is what it should have in a perfectly balanced
system.

3. Interference: Interference affects the performance of both the network and the
clients. Therefore, its disutility incorporates components for each, i.e., inter-
access-point interference and access-point-client interference. Note, client-
client interference may also exist between clients. However, such interference
constitutes a very small fraction of the total networks interference because
clients typically download more data than they upload. In addition, because
clients usually do not continuously send data, unlike access points, they are
less likely to experience interference from each other. Thus, we ignore this
case in the utility function we discuss here. In Section 5.4.1, we discuss an
approach to actually computing this utility. The total interference in the
network can be represented as the sum of inter-access-point interferences,
and access-point-client interferences. This is expressed as follows:

Inttotal = ΣN
i=1Σ

N
j=1Intij + ΣN

i=1Σ
K
v=1Intiv + ΣN

i=1Σ
K
v=1Intvi

where, Intij is the interference that access point i causes on access point
j, Intiv is the interference access point i causes on client v, and Intvi is the
interference client v causes on access point i. N and K are the total number of
access points and clients, respectively. As discussed in Chapter 4, interference
also depends on the load of the interfering entity. Adding this to the previous
equation gives us:

Uinterference = −(ΣN
i=1Σ

N
j=1Intijloadj + ΣN

i=1Σ
K
v=1Intivloadv

+ ΣN
i=1Σ

K
v=1Intviloadi) (5.7)
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where loadi is the load at the access point or client. Because interference
impacts the performance of both the access points and clients negatively, it is
represented as a disutility. Though this discussion presents the total disutility
from interference, we later show how each component of this total utility is
incorporated separately into the conflict graphs for optimization.

The utility functions and parameters we described also have a time component
associated with them, illustrating the utility at different points in time. However,
for simplicity, in this and later discussions, we have ignored this dimension of the
utility function.

5.3.2 Conflict Graph

The conflict graph represents the interference (or conflicts) experienced at each ac-
cess point due to one or more neighbouring access points. The conflict graph we
define for our system only contains edges between access points if they interfere di-
rectly with each other. In contrast, Mishra et al. [66] define edges as both a function
of inter-access-point interference and access-point-client interference. Moreover,
they use undirected edges to model interference as symmetric. These techniques
have limitations, as we describe later. We formalize the definition of the conflict
graph we use as follows. Consider a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices
and E the set of edges. Then, G is a conflict graph if the following relations hold.

1. V = {ap1, ap2, ap3, . . . , apn}, where api is access point i.

2. E = {(v, u)|f(apv, apu) < 0}

3. f(i, j) = −(Intijloadi),
where, Intij is the interference caused by access point i on access point j and
loadi is the load on access point i.

A conflict graph is therefore a directed graph where each edge represents inter-
ference caused by an access point at which the edge originates on an access point at
which the edge terminates. Due to the nature of the wireless channel, interference
between access points may not be symmetric. Therefore, an undirected edge can-
not accurately model the degree of interference between two entities. An example
conflict graph is depicted in Figure 5.4. The goal in constructing the conflict graph
is to use it during channel assignment to reduce the amount of conflict that occurs
between access points.
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Figure 5.4: An example conflict graph, annotated with interference/conflict infor-
mation.

The channel-assignment problem can be modeled as a vertex-colouring problem
where each colour corresponds to a different channel. The goal is to assign colours
to vertices such that no two vertices that have an edge between them are assigned
the same colour. In this situation, the edge weight between the vertices is assigned
a value of zero. An example colouring is illustrated in Figure 5.4, where adjacent
vertices are assigned different shades. Because AP1 and AP4 are not adjacent to
each other, they can be assigned the same colour. We also present the idea of a
k-colourable graph. A graph is k-colourable if we can colour it perfectly (i.e., with
no adjacent vertices having a common colour) using just k colours. Therefore, if we
have k channels and we can colour the graph perfectly, no access point will have any
conflicts with any other access point. Unfortunately, the graph-colouring problem
has been shown to be NP-hard [51]. However, there are a variety of heuristics
(discussed in Chapter 4) that can be used to approximate an optimal colouring in
polynomial time. We discuss one such heuristic that we use for channel assignment
in Section 5.3.4.

A closer examination reveals an additional difficulty. The number of colours
(or channels) for our problem is also limited and is often restricted to three for the
most common wireless LAN devices (e.g. IEEE 802.11b). Therefore, even if there
were an algorithm that could colour a graph optimally in polynomial time, it may
not be possible to do so if the graph is not k-colourable. These difficulties point
to the need for additional mechanisms that can reduce the number conflicts in the
graph. Power control provides this mechanism, as we describe later.
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Figure 5.5: An example of an annotated conflict graph that contains client vertices
and edges between clients and access points.

5.3.3 Annotated Conflict Graph

The annotated conflict graph augments the conflict graph with additional informa-
tion to represent clients. Clients are added to the graph to reflect their utility in the
optimization process. Each client is represented by a vertex in the conflict graph,
and edges are inserted between clients and access points. There are two types of
edges that can exist between a client and an access point. If a client is associated to
an access point, an association edge is added between them. We assume that asso-
ciation edges are undirected. If a client interferes with an access point, or an access
point interferes with a client, an interference edge is added between them whose
direction represents the source and destination of the interference. An illustration
of the ACG is shown in Figure 5.4.

The weights of the interference edges are derived using techniques similar to
those used for the basic conflict graph. The weights of the association edges corre-
spond to the utility that clients receive from their access points. For clients running
non-realtime applications, their utility can be modeled using Equation 5.3. In addi-
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tion, we may also want to capture the effects of network load in our representation.
Using the load definition given by Equation 5.6, the unbalanced load (Li) that an
access point i carries is:

Li = −(|loadi −
Σkloadk

N
|)

Each client associated to the access point contributes a certain amount to this
imbalance. This contribution is proportional to the positive utility that a client
obtains from the access point. This is expressed as:

Lcv = (Li ∗
Ucv

ΣjUcj

)

Where, Lcv represents the contribution of client v to the imbalance. For over-
loaded access points, this negative value is added to the edge between the access
point and the client. Therefore, if we were to migrate a client to a neighbouring
access point, the load reduction on the current access point would be precisely what
this equation captures. We add this load factor to the association edge between
the client and the access point because we want to minimize weights on association
edges that correspond to highly loaded access points. The load balancing algo-
rithm can then identify these as low-utility access points, and subsequently migrate
their clients to neighbouring access points for better load balancing across the net-
work. The tradeoff between client throughput maximization and load balancing
is well known [38]. Our utility function captures this tradeoff using weights that
are assigned to each parameter. In the current representation, we have only con-
sidered client throughput, network load, and interference. However, it is relatively
straightforward to add any other objective that we may also want to maximize.
For instance, end-user objectives can be incorporated by further annotating the
association edges.

Explicitly representing clients proves to be a better model for capturing utility
and leads to better configurations of the network. Consider if we did not explicitly
represent clients, and instead modeled their conflicts as edges between their asso-
ciated access points. An example is shown in Figure 5.6. In this case, as a result
of client c5, the conflict graph contains an edge from each access point to all other
access points. Clearly, this graph cannot be 3-coloured. However, if the ACG were
used for this purpose, it would be possible to perform a 3-colouring of the graph. In
the ACG, the clients would be assigned the same colour as their associated access
point. Therefore, explicit client representation in the conflict graph is critical to
obtaining good configurations.
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Figure 5.6: The left picture represents a scenario where client C5 is being interfered
with by neighbouring access points. The right picture shows the resulting non-client
conflict graph (from [67]).

The channel refinement step we described in Section 5.2 is performed during the
construction of the ACG. Once the ACG is constructed, all channel assignments are
complete. The ACG is then used to perform power control for each access point.
Construction of the conflict graph and annotated conflict graph is based on actual
conflict (or interference) information detected in the environment. During the op-
timization process, the initial construction of the conflict graph is done with access
points transmitting at maximum power. We refer to this graph as the Maximum
Power Single Channel (MPSC) graph. The MPSC graph represents the worst-case
number of conflicts that can exist between all access points in the deployment. This
graph is useful in the optimization step, as we describe later.

Conflicts are computed by conducting a series of experimental tests that deter-
mine whether access points and clients interfere with each other. An experiment
is defined as a controlled test that is performed to identify a particular scenario
of RF interference. The controlled environment is provided by means of a sepa-
rate signalling plane that we describe later. Experiments not only capture conflicts
that can arise as a result of clients/access points residing within transmission range
of the interfering source, but also those that reside within interference range of
the source. The experiments provide information for annotating conflict edges be-
tween access points, as well as edges between access points and clients (i.e. in the
ACG). Details of these tests are discussed in Section 5.4.1. The annotated conflict
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graph also requires other information that is specified in the utility function (e.g.,
AP/Client load). This additional information is captured through passive collection
of network statistics. Details on how this is done are discussed in Section 5.4.1.

5.3.4 Utility Optimization

Utility optimization is achieved by means of two parameters: channel assignment,
and power control. As was discussed in Chapter 4, we assume separability between
the parameters and optimize each independently. In our architecture, channel as-
signment is performed before power control. This approach makes our system more
stable as changes in channels can effect service for many users. We elaborate on
this idea in the next section. We first discuss our approach to channel assignment,
and then discuss the details of power control.

Channel Assignment

To re-iterate, the goal of channel assignment is to reduce the number of conflicts
between interfering nodes in the conflict graph. Therefore, channel assignment at-
tempts to allocate orthogonal channels to nodes that have an edge between them.
Once this is done, re-assignment of channels to access points should be done spar-
ingly since this disrupts service for clients associated to the access point. Fur-
thermore, our channel-assignment optimization step only incorporates access-point
conflicts, not client conflicts. This is motivated by the need to provide stability in
the assignment of channels. By also adding client conflicts to the optimization step,
we substantially increase the likelihood of channels being reassigned during each run
of the optimization algorithm. This fact motivates a channel-assignment procedure
that occurs in two steps. In the first step, channels are assigned optimally using
only the conflict graph presented in Section 5.3.2. In the second step, channels
assignments are refined during construction of the annotated conflict graph.

Recall, the conflict graph that we construct is based on the access points trans-
mitting at maximum power (or MPSC). Because access points locations are fixed
and maximum conflict information is considered, inter-access point interference is
not likely to increase, unless a new AP is installed in the network. This approach
provides stability to channel assignment, because power alterations cannot worsen
the number of conflicts seen by the channel-assignment process. Although this ap-
proach may be too conservative, performing power control after channel assignment
yields a solution that is both stable and also minimizes the number of conflicts. The
algorithm we use for optimal channel assignment is called one-point optimization
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Algorithm 3 One-Point Optimization

1: A = {a1, a2, . . . , ai} /* set of access points */
2: Let each access point in A be randomly assigned a channel
3: while true do
4: cnc, nnc = ComputeTotalConflicts(A)
5: bstColour = a0.ch /* Assign any colour as the best colour */
6: bstAccessPoint = a0 /* Assign any access point as the best access point */
7: for i = 1 . . . | A | do
8: newColour = FindBestColour(ai)
9: oldColour = ai.ch

10: ai.ch = newColour
11: if nnc > ComputeTotalConflicts(A) then
12: bstColour = newColour
13: bstAccessPoint = ai

14: nnc = ComputeTotalConflicts(A)
15: end if
16: ai.ch = oldColour
17: end for
18: if nnc == cnc then
19: Terminate.
20: else
21: bstAccessPoint.ch = bstColour
22: end if
23: end while

(OPO). The algorithm is based on Tabu search optimization, discussed in Chap-
ter 4. The OPO algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.

First, the algorithm assigns a channel randomly to each access point and com-
putes the current total number of conflicts (cnc) in the system. It then performs
iterative refinement of the assigned channels. In each iteration, the algorithm takes
each access point (ai) in turn and computes the gain in utility, in terms of reducing
the total number of access-point conflicts, that can be made by switching the access
point to a different channel. It computes the utility gain for the access point on
all channels (using the FindBestColour(ai) method). After finding the channel
(newColour) that yields the greatest gain for ai, it checks whether changing ai to
newColour yields an improvement in utility that is larger than the best utility gain
seen in the iteration so far (nnc). If so, (ai, newColour) is considered the best
improvement seen so far. Because the algorithm performs this operation across all
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access points, it selects the access point and channel (one-point) that yields the
largest gain in overall utility. The rest of the assignments that were examined in
this step are placed in a Tabu-list as configurations that do not improve the utility
beyond that of the configuration that was selected in this step. This prevents the
algorithm from following bad paths in the search space. If a configuration present
in the Tabu list is seen in the future, the algorithm does not consider it when choos-
ing between configurations in a given step. Tabu list functionality is implemented
as part of the FindBestColour method, and is not explicitly presented in Algo-
rithm 3. This iterative process repeats until we reach a configuration where any
further one-point alterations do not yield a gain in utility (i.e. nnc == cnc). Be-
cause the solution of the algorithm may depend on the channels that were assigned
initially to the access points, we perform multiple runs of the algorithm and choose
the best solution (in terms of utility) among them. This increases the chances of
reaching better optima and possibly the global optima.

In the second step of the channel-assignment process, channel refinement is
performed to channels computed in the first step. We support this functionality
because we also want to incorporate client conflicts unobtrusively in the channel
assignment. What this means is that the refinement procedure improves the chan-
nel assignment of the access points based on client conflicts, while preventing the
number of inter-access point conflicts from increasing. This is achieved by perform-
ing local channel search at the access points as clients are added to the conflict
graph, during ACG construction. Every time a client is inserted into the conflict
graph, the algorithm checks to see if the client has any conflict edges to other access
points. If so, it searches locally for a channel that simultaneously reduces the total
number of conflicts for all the clients that are associated to the access point, while
at the same time not increasing the number of inter-access point conflicts. If such a
channel is found, the access point switches to that channel. If not, the access point
does not change its channel. This process repeats every time a client is added to
the conflict graph to generate the ACG.

The two-step approach for channel assignment provides greater resilience to
channel changes, as changing an AP’s channel disrupts service for many users.
Therefore, changes to channel assignment occur at larger timescales than changes
to transmit power, which is described next.

Power Control

We outline the following goals for power control.
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Algorithm 4 Optimal Power Control

1: A = {a1, a2, . . . , ai} /* set of access points */
2: while true do
3: u = ComputeTotalUtility(A)
4: θ = MaxConflictAP (A)
5: Z = {zi|neighbour(θ, zi) = true}
6: for i = 1 . . . | Z | do
7: AdjustWeight(θ, zi)
8: end for
9: γ = MaxConflictEdgeAP (θ, Z)

10: ReducePowerLevel(γ)
11: if u > ComputeTotalUtility(A) then
12: IncreasePowerLevel(γ)
13: Terminate.
14: end if
15: end while

• Minimizing Interference: Power control further reduces internal interference
that could not be accomplished simply by performing channel assignment. It
minimizes the disutility due to interference.

• Improving System Utility: Power control improves the system’s overall utility
by choosing configurations that also simultaneously improve the utility of
other parameters in the utility function.

• Balancing Network Load: Power control also enables load balancing across the
network. This is achieved by migrating clients between access points during
the power-control process. We currently do not support this feature, but plan
to explore it in future work.

In our architecture, power control is performed using information available in
the ACG. It can be performed more frequently than channel assignment because al-
terations to access-point power have a smaller impact on clients. Recent work shows
that power control can also be done very efficiently, and even on a per-packet ba-
sis [30]. However, we hasten to present two constraints that make the power control
problem challenging. First, power control needs to ensure that clients do not lose
service, because this defeats the purpose of our system. Secondly, every alteration to
access-point power causes the underlying ACG to change. Therefore, we may need
to re-compute (or refine) the ACG for every change in access-point power. Thus,
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Figure 5.7: AP2 is identified as the maximum conflict AP and the edge from AP6

to AP2 represents the maximum conflict edge, before edge re-weighting is done.

although power control can be performed more frequently than channel assignment,
it must be performed conservatively to prevent these problems from exacerbating.
The algorithm we propose proceeds in two steps. In the first step, we compute
optimal power levels for all access points (full computation phase). In the second
step, we refine access point powers to allow the system to adapt to changes in the
environment (successive refinement phase).

The optimal power-control algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 4. The algo-
rithm starts with all access points transmitting at maximum power. Note, this is
the configuration we have after channel assignment. In each iteration, it finds the
access point that has the greatest number of conflicts (MaxConflictAP (A)). The
greatest conflicts AP is the one whose sum total number of conflicts (measured as
disutility) on all incoming edges from neighbouring APs is the largest. For this
AP, the algorithm selects a neighbouring access point (in the conflict graph) from
the set of all neighbouring access points (Z) that causes the greatest conflict on
the maximum conflict AP (MaxConflictEdgeAP (θ, Z)), after performing a re-
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Figure 5.8: After edge re-weighting, AP3 is identified as the AP that has the maxi-
mum conflict edge to AP2. AP3 and AP4 edge weights to AP2 only change slightly
because these APs provide very little utility to their clients.

weighting step (AdjustWeight(θ, zi)). The re-weighting step does the following.
For each AP that interferes with the maximum-conflict AP, a re-weighting of the
incoming conflict edge is done that is proportional to the amount of utility that the
interfering AP provides to its clients. APs that provide high utility to their clients
have larger weights added to their outgoing conflict edges. Re-weighting allows
the algorithm to prevent selecting high utility APs for the power reduction step.
This is illustrated in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. We want to prevent power reduction of
high utility APs as this is counter-productive to maximizing system utility. The
neighbouring access point that is chosen after edge re-weighting (γ) is then told
to reduce its power level by one (ReducePowerLevel(γ)). This process repeats in
successive iterations until there is no further improvement that can be made and a
decrease is detected in the overall utility, at which point the algorithm terminates
(after reversing the last power alteration). The resulting configuration is assumed
to be optimal. Recall, the goal of power control is to maximize the sum of the edge
weights in the ACG. Our algorithm tries to achieve this by ensuring that APs with
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high positive-utility edges are not affected as much as those with low positive-utility
edges. This maximizes the utility of the system.

In the second step, once optimal power levels are assigned to access points,
we switch to a successive refinement phase. In this phase, the system periodically
selects an access point at random and asks it to either decrease or increase its
power level. If the utility improves, the power change is applied. Otherwise, it is
reversed. These incremental changes about the current power level prevent power
control from causing large changes in utility and service disruption. Note, for both
optimal power control and successive power refinement, the power of an AP is only
decreased if it does not cause clients to loose connectivity in the process.

5.4 Implementation Details

We now discuss the implementation aspects of the architecture that we presented in
Figure 5.2. We first discuss the software components that are required at the access
points, and then provide details on the central controller. In further discussions,
we use controller to refer to the central controller and TAP to refer to a thin access
point.

5.4.1 Thin Access Point

There are four software components that comprise the design of the TAP. We
discuss each of them in turn. We also illustrate the need for a signalling plane for
performing experiments and outline how we can construct one for our system.

Configuration Store

TAPs maintain a small configuration store (e.g., in flash memory) for storing their
configurations (channel and power level) that is periodically updated by the con-
troller. The configuration store provides a means of updating TAP configurations
without affecting the operation of the TAP. The TAP periodically reads the config-
uration store and makes the necessary changes to its configuration. To prevent race
conditions in the reading/writing process, the TAP acquires a lock on the config-
uration store before reading from it. The frequency at which reads are performed
to the configuration store can affect TAP performance. To avoid these expensive
context switches, a daemon process can be run that triggers change notifications
whenever an update is applied to the configuration store.
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Figure 5.9: An example of how a controlled environment is setup for an experiment

Signalling Plane

TAPs can utilize a separate signalling plane on which to perform experimental tests
required for detecting conflicts (or interference). A separate signalling plane leads
to a cleaner system design. The signalling plane can be provisioned by creating
a pair of virtual channels on top of a single physical channel. This approach is
common in cellular networks that operate multiple virtual channels over a few
physical channels. These virtual channels are then time-multiplexed on the physical
channels. In our case, one channel can be used for data, while the other can be
used for signalling. The virtual channels are only relevant to the TAPs performing
the experiments and are not visible to clients. Using these virtual channels, we can
support our interference experiments without requiring any client modifications.
Alternatively, if clients do have hardware or software-based support for multiple
interfaces, we can also allot an independent channel to serve as the signalling plane
in our architecture. Software-based support for multiple interfaces can be provided
by means of software such as VirtualWiFi [43]. In this situation, the access point
would then be provisioned with two radios, one for data and the other for signalling.
This latter approach can provide improved performance as signalling traffic no
longer needs to contend with data.

An important requirement for detecting interference is the need to set up a con-
trolled environment for facilitating experiments. Unfortunately, the uncoordinated
nature of wireless LANs makes providing such an environment difficult. In order to
facilitate this requirement, we need to introduce mechanisms for nodes to back-off
from transmitting when experiments are being conducted. For this purpose, we
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introduce a short back-off phase before initiating an experiment. This involves the
associated TAPs sending unprovoked CTS transmissions on the signalling plane to
their clients. An unprovoked CTS is a CTS that is not preceded by an RTS. The
CTS serves as a dummy packet used to set the NAVs of stations in range of the
TAPs, as shown in Figure 5.9. The controller commands all TAPs whose clients
may interfere with the experiment to send out an unprovoked CTS to their clients.
The value in the NAV field of the CTS is set to the duration of the desired ex-
periment (or experiments). However, due to their nature, some experiments may
also involve clients sending feedback to the TAPs. Unfortunately, clients that have
their NAV field set as a result of receiving the unprovoked CTS will not respond to
any test packets during this period. Therefore, in such experiments, TAPs whose
clients need to participate in the experiment can send an unprovoked CTS with a
smaller NAV value. The value could be any value between 2*SIFS and the prop-
agation delay of an RTS packet, as all test packets to clients are RTS packets.
After sending the unprovoked CTS packet, the TAP waits a SIFS interval and then
transmits the RTS test packet to the client. Because the client’s NAV value will
have expired by the time it completes reception of the test packet, it will be able
to reply to it. Other clients also associated to the TAP will not be able to acquire
the channel before the TAP because their NAV field will not have expired when
the test packet is transmitted. All other TAPs that need to quieten their clients
can send CTS packets with NAV values equal to the duration of the experiment.
Therefore, using this approach, the TAPs can perform experiments in a controlled
setting without having to worry about clients interfering in the process. Obviously,
this setup (i.e., back-off phase) incurs a cost in terms of the additional time required
to perform each experiment. We provide a worst-case analysis of this overhead for
each experiment in Section 5.4.1. Note, the effect of this cost is only incurred in
cases where clients do not have hardware or software support for multiple inter-
faces. With hardware/software-based support, the separate channel allocated for
signalling prevents the signalling traffic from contending with data. Therefore the
extra setup costs do not matter in that case. In subsequent sections, we assume
that a separate signalling channel (whether virtual or physical) is available to us
for performing experiments.

Experiment Agent

The experiment agent provides the functionality in the architecture for perform-
ing experiments. We describe the experiments that the agent carries out to detect
different interference scenarios. Before describing these experiments, we first iden-
tify different scenarios that can arise in a wireless LAN deployment. There are
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many interference scenarios that can occur and it would be an arduous task to list
all of them. Fortunately, many of these are similar, in terms of the relationship
between the interfering and interfered nodes. Therefore, we first classify these in-
terference scenarios, and later discuss experiments that can detect interference in
each category. We focus only on detecting scenarios of internal interference.

Interference Classification

Our classification describes interference scenarios in terms of their distance (in hops)
from the infrastructure. The intuition is that as the interference scenario moves
further away from the infrastructure, it becomes progressively harder to detect and
resolve. The classification is not perfect but provides enough basis on which to
define a variety of experiments to detect many scenarios of RF interference. For
this classification, we assume that the carrier-sense and interference ranges of the
nodes are equal. In other words, we do not address the exposed terminal problem.

• Inter-Access-Point (Zero-Hop) Interference:

There are two types of inter-TAP interference scenarios and we briefly describe
them further. These are ‘zero hop’ interference scenarios since the interference
is experienced zero hops from the network infrastructure.

1. Single Overlap Interference (SOI): If the interference range of one TAP
covers a neighbouring TAP while the reverse is not the case, the over-
lapped TAP suffers interference from transmissions by the overlapping
TAP. The overlapped TAP is a hidden terminal from the perspective
of the overlapping TAP. This scenario can increase the packet loss rate
dramatically at the interfered AP, because of collisions with packets that
are both sent and received by the overlapped TAP.

2. Dual Overlap Interference (DOI): In this case, both TAPs mutually con-
tend for the medium and the probability of their packets colliding is low.
However, packets that are being received may still experience collisions
if one TAP is receiving data while the other is transmitting.

Inter-TAP interference is relatively straightforward to address in our frame-
work because we assume control of the TAPs. The experiment for these
scenarios is described later.

• Access-Point - Client (One-Hop) Interference:
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We now describe interference scenarios that include clients that are associated
to the network. The scenarios we describe involve both TAPs and clients.
This is referred to as one hop interference as the interference is experienced
one hop from the network.

1. Overlapping Access Point (OAP): Consider the case where a TAP’s in-
terference range covers a client connected to a neighbouring TAP. In
this situation, the client experiences interference from this TAP, from
whom the client may or may not be hidden. In the worst case where the
client is hidden from the interfering TAP, packets both sent and received
by the client are susceptible to collision with packets transmitted from
the interfering TAP. This is similar to the SOI interference scenario, de-
scribed earlier. However, these two scenarios are presented separately
because their detection mechanisms are different in our architecture.

2. Overlapping Client (OC): In this case, the client’s interference range
covers a TAP adjacent to the TAP to which the client is associated. In
the worst case where the TAP is hidden from the client, packets both
sent and received by the TAP are susceptible to collision with packets
transmitted from the interfering client. Resolving this scenario is difficult
because clients cannot be instructed to reduce their power. Therefore,
if the client is causing a lot interference at the affected TAP, the only
alternative is to re-assign the TAP’s channel. The degree of interference
depends upon client characteristics. For idle clients, OC interference
may not be a critical concern.

In the discussions above, we have assumed the worst case where either TAP
or client is hidden from the interfering source. For the case where the inter-
fered entity is not hidden, both OAP and OC cases occur together. In our
evaluation section, we show how in most cases, OAP and OC interference are
likely to occur together. The existence of both scenarios can be detected by
performing experiments individually for each.

• Inter-Client (Two-Hop) Interference:

Clients can also interfere with each other. Here, we are interested in the
case where the clients are associated to separate TAPs. If clients are asso-
ciated to a common TAP, they can perform an RTS/CTS exchange before
each data transmission to reduce the chances of interfering with each other.
Alternatively, if the TAP implements PCF (Point Coordination Function)
functionality, it can coordinate client access to the medium, thereby reducing
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Figure 5.10: An example of an inter-client interference scenario where a client that
is transmitting interferes with another client that is receiving.

inter-client interference for scenarios where clients are associated to the same
TAP.

In scenarios where overlapping clients are associated to different TAPs, they
interfere with each other if their respective TAPs use the same channel for
communication. We describe two scenarios for inter-client interference. The
first case is illustrated in Figure 5.10. In this case, the client c1 experiences
interference for traffic that it is receiving from its TAP. Client c2 is hidden
from c1’s TAP and vice versa, thereby preventing c2 from backing-off on its
transmissions.

The second case is illustrated in Figure 5.11. Here, both clients are within
interference range of each other, and send traffic to their respective TAPs.
Therefore, for each packet transmission, they contend mutually for the medium.
The probability of packet collisions is low in this scenario. However, the fact
that the clients lie in each other’s interference range prevents them from trans-
mitting simultaneously, even though there is an opportunity to do so without
causing collisions at the receivers. Once again, this case is difficult to han-
dle because clients cannot be told to adjust their transmission power, unlike
TAPs. Therefore, one possibility would be to have the clients’ TAPs select
different channels for communication. However, these scenarios are hard to
detect by the infrastructure, because they are two hops away, In this thesis,
we do not discuss mechanisms to address such scenarios.
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Figure 5.11: An example of an inter-client interference scenario where both clients
contend mutually for the medium whenever either of them transmits data.

Interference Detection Algorithms

We assume that the following interference experiments are performed in sequence,
i.e., we first perform zero-hop experiments and then one-hop experiments. We use
the following notation to describe nodes participating in an experiment. A node is
a Tester if it initiates the experiment, to allow other nodes to observe interference.
A tester may also observe interference for nodes that are not capable of doing so
themselves, e.g. clients. A Testee is a node that checks to see if the Tester is
interfering with it. Note, there is exactly one tester per experiment. However, we
can have one or more testees in each experiment. Each experiment we describe is
discussed both from the viewpoint of the tester and that of the testee(s).

• Zero-hop Interference Experiment:

In the zero-hop experiment, a single TAP acts as the tester while all other
TAPs act as testees. The tester transmits m broadcast packets, where, for
each packet, the testee(s) listens for interference. The testee(s) must syn-
chronize with the tester to ensure that its observations are accurate. Syn-
chronization is supported with the help of the time-synchronization daemon,
described in Section 5.4.1. During a broadcast, the testee observes whether
there is a change in the channel state, i.e., whether the channel transitions
from idle to busy. If there is a change, then with high likelihood, the testee
is in interference range of the tester. Moreover, if it is able to decode the
broadcast packet correctly, then it is also in transmission range of the tester.
We send out m broadcast packets for this experiment to increase confidence
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Figure 5.12: AP1 is interfered with by AP2. AP1’s transmissions collide with
transmissions initiated at AP2. The outer dotted rings outline the interference
ranges of each of the APs.

in the results of the experiment. We later show that a relatively small value
of m suffices for this purpose.

Each TAP performs this experiment exactly once. Therefore, the number
of experiments required in total to detect zero-hop interference is bounded
by O(N), where N is the number of TAPs. An illustration of an inter-TAP
interference scenario is shown in Figure 5.12.

• One-hop Interference Experiments:

One-hop interference experiments are of two types: Those that test for OAP
interference and those that test for OC interference. Recall, OAP interference
occurs as a result of a TAP interfering with a client, while OC interference is
caused by a client interfering with a TAP.

– Overlapping-Client (OC) Interference Experiment

A client interferes with a TAP when it is associated to another TAP, but
when its interference range covers the TAP experiencing interference.
This is depicted in Figure 5.13.

For this experiment, the tester is the TAP to which the client is asso-
ciated whereas the testee is the TAP that tests for interference. The
tester transmits an RTS packet to the client. Upon receiving the RTS,
the client responds with CTS. During the CTS transmission, the testee
observes to see a change in channel state. If the testee detects a change,
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Figure 5.13: C1 is associated to AP1 but interferes with AP2, to which C2 is asso-
ciated. C2’s transmission to AP2 collides with C1’s transmission to AP1.

then client-TAP interference exists between the testee and the client.
After the tester receives the CTS packet from the client, the experiment
is complete. This process is repeated m times as well, to increase our
confidence in the result.

A minor difficulty arises in this experiment. If the testee also experiences
inter-TAP interference from the tester, then it must ignore channel state
changes during the transmission of the RTS. This is achieved by having
the testee ignore state changes for a duration equal to the propagation
delay of the RTS packet, from the time at which the RTS transmission
was initiated. This requires synchronization between the tester and tes-
tee, which is achieved by means of the time synchronization daemon.
The propagation delay is fixed for RTS packets and can therefore be
preset for this experiment.

We assumed for this experiment that the packet-delivery ratio on the
link from tester to the client is high. In cases where the RTS packet
transmitted by the tester gets lost, the testee could wrongly infer that
there is no client-TAP interference between it and the client. To avoid
this, the tester can notify the testee whether it received a CTS from
the client. If not, the testee can choose to ignore the outcome of the
experiment if it does not detect a change in channel state during its
observation window. If the testee does observe a state change, then it
can assume that the CTS packet was lost for the tester and thereby
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Figure 5.14: C1 is associated with AP1 but is interfered with by AP2. AP1’s trans-
mission to C1 collides with transmissions initiated at AP2.

accept the results of the experiment. Using this approach, we can infer,
with high probability, whether there is interference experienced by the
testee, from the client.

This experiment needs to be performed for each client in the network.
Therefore, for C clients in total, the number of experiments required to
detect OC interference is upper bounded by O(C).

– Overlapping Access-Point (OAP) Interference Experiment

A TAP interferes with a client if the client lies in its interference range
(see Figure 5.14). For this experiment, the tester is the TAP to which
the client is associated. The testee is the TAP that may be causing
interference for the client. The tester transmits an RTS packet to the
client, while the testee simultaneously sends a broadcast packet. If the
broadcast packet and the RTS packet collide at the client, the client will
not receive the RTS transmission correctly. In this situation, it will not
respond to the tester with a CTS, causing the tester to time out. If
this occurs, the tester can assume that the RTS packet collided with the
broadcast sent by the testee. The experiment completes after the either
the tester receives a CTS from the client or times out in the process.
This experiment is also repeated m times.

This experiment also assumes a high packet-delivery ratio on the link
from the tester to the client and vice versa. In cases where either the
RTS transmitted from the tester or the CTS reply by the client gets
lost, the tester may wrongly infer the existence of OAP interference.
This assumption is harder to relax than for the OC experiments because
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the result of the experiment depends on whether the tester receives the
CTS. However, we argue that simply repeating the experiments can help
alleviate the problem. If there is no OAP interference, then with high
probability, after m experiments the tester should receive a packet from
the client. We show in the next section that a relatively small value of
m can provide good results.

OAP experiments are more cumbersome to perform than the previous
experiments. This is because these experiments require TAPs to be pair-
wise synchronized for each client. Therefore, the total number of such
experiments that need to be performed is bounded above by O(CN),
where C is the total number of clients, and N is the total number of
TAPs. In subsequent sections, we discuss how this overhead can be
reduced by utilizing information already known about the wireless de-
ployment.

The experiments described above detect the presence of interference between two
nodes. However, they do not indicate how much interference the nodes experience.
The actual interference depends on how often the interfering node is transmitting,
or its transmission throughput. For idle nodes, their interference is effectively zero,
even if our interference experiments identify such nodes as interferers. For TAPs,
this interference corresponds roughly to the total load that the TAP carries for its
clients. For clients, this is approximated by the received throughput measured at
their respective TAPs. These ideas are elaborated further in Section 5.4.1. However,
both the TAP load and received throughput of a client can fluctuate considerably
over time, depending on traffic characteristics. To smooth out these values, the
TAP can maintain an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) of TAP
load and received client throughput, and update these values periodically. Then, if
our experiments detect an interferer, the actual interference that it causes on the
interfered node corresponds to these average values we have computed.

Analysis of Experiment Overhead

There is a tradeoff between the number of experiments that need to be performed
and how accurately we capture the total number of conflicts in the system. In this
section, we provide a worst-case analysis into how long it would take to perform each
experiment as well as the overhead of performing all the experiments in sequence.

As we described earlier, before each experiment begins, a back-off phase needs to
be initiated where TAPs send an unprovoked CTS to all clients. The back-off phase
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is initiated for all experiments. The duration of the back-off phase is the amount of
time it takes to transmit a CTS packet. RTS/CTS packets are transmitted at the
lowest supported transmission rate, which is 1Mbps for IEEE 802.11b. Therefore,
the worst case propagation delay of the CTS is (14∗8)

(1.024∗106)
≈ 107µs, where 14 is the

size in bytes of a CTS packet. We do not include in the back-off phase, the SIFS
interval the TAPs need to wait before CTS transmission, as this interval would
exist regardless of whether we were performing the experiment. We include the
overhead for the back-off phase in each experiment. Further, we discuss in detail
the overhead for each experiment. As described earlier, each experiment is repeated
m times. The numbers of TAPs and clients are denoted by N and C, respectively.

• Zero-hop Experiment: The zero hop experiment involves a TAP sending out
a broadcast packet for observation by other TAPs. The IEEE 802.11x stan-
dard mandates that broadcast packets be transmitted at the lowest supported
rate. Therefore, assuming the worst case, each broadcast packet will suffer a
propagation delay of (28∗8)

(1.024∗106)
≈ 214µs, where 28 bytes is the smallest size for

a broadcast packet, containing just the header of the packet. Moreover, each
broadcast packet will be transmitted after a DIFS (50µs) interval. Therefore,
the per-packet delay for the experiment is 214 + 50 = 264µs. Because we
transmit m such packets, the total overhead is given as (264 ∗m)µs. Assum-
ing each TAP performs this experiment in sequence, and we have a back-off
phase before each experiment, the total overhead of the zero-hop experiments
is (371 ∗N ∗m)µs.

• One-hop OC Experiment: One-hop OC experiments require the tester to
perform an RTS/CTS exchange with the client. Both the RTS and CTS will
need to wait for a SIFS interval before transmission. The propagation delay
for an RTS packet is (20∗8)

(1.024∗106)
≈ 163µs, where 20 bytes is the size of the

RTS packet. We already showed that a CTS packet incurs a propagation
delay of 107µs. Therefore, the total overhead for the experiment is given
by (2 ∗ 107 + 163 + 2 ∗ (SIFS)) ≈ 378µs, including the additional time
for the back-off phase. Note, this delay is a little more than that for the
broadcast packet. This fact will be useful for the OAP analysis we discuss
next. For OC, we perform the experiment for C clients and each experiment
is repeated m times. Therefore, the total overhead for OC experiments is
given as (378 ∗ C ∗m)µs.

• One-hop OAP Experiment: The OAP experiment involves TAPs synchroniz-
ing to send packets to the client, and the client replying with a CTS. For this
experiment, either a collision occurs at the client in which case the tester TAP
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will timeout, or a CTS is received for the RTS. Because the timeout period
defined by the standard is the same as the time it would take for the CTS to
be received by the tester, the two delays are identical. Moreover, because the
broadcast packet transmitted by the testee takes less time than the RTS/CTS
exchange by the tester, it can be safely ignored in our calculations. Therefore,
each OAP experiment takes ≈ (378 ∗m)µs, including the back-off phase for
each experiment. Because each client needs to be tested with N − 1 TAPs
in total, and there are C clients, the total overhead for OAP experiments is
given as (378 ∗ (N − 1) ∗ C ∗m)µs.

Consolidating the total overhead for each type of experiment, and assuming
each experiment is performed in sequence, the worst case time for completing all
experiments is:

T = m ∗ ((371 ∗N) + (378 ∗ C) + (378 ∗ (N − 1) ∗ C)µs (5.8)

Considerations for m: We now discuss how to choose a value for m. Assume
the packet delivery ratio between a transmitter and receiver is P . P represents the
probability of successfully delivering a packet to the destination. When selecting
a value for m, we are interested in a value where the probability of successfully
delivering one out of m packets to the destination is high. This probability, Pbm,
is:

Pbm = P + (1− P ) ∗ P + ((1− P )2) ∗ P + . . . ((1− P )m−1) ∗ P

= P (
1− (1− P )m

1− (1− P )
)

= 1− (1− P )m (5.9)

Therefore, either the first packet is received, or the second is received, or the
third is received, and so on, up to the mth packet. Even for a poor link (e.g., where
P = 0.30), a value of m = 5 suffices to yield a high probability of successfully
delivering a packet to the destination ( Pbm = 0.84 ). Therefore, we argue that
even modest values of m can provide high confidence in the result.

For a typical deployment, with values of C = 200, N = 20, and for m = 5, a
value of ≈ 7.6s is obtained for T . This represents the worst case where all exper-
iments are performed in sequence. In the next section, we discuss possibilities for
reducing this overhead by performing experiments opportunistically and in parallel.
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Scheduling of Experiments

Performing each experiment in sequence is impractical and costly. From the pre-
vious discussion, we identify OAP experiments as being the dominant factor im-
pacting the value of T . OAP experiments alone constitute 90% of the overhead.
Therefore, we discuss techniques to reduce factors affecting the overhead of these
experiments. The two factors are the number of testee TAPs with whom we must
conduct experiments and the number of clients for which OAP experiments need
to be performed.

First, we claim that OAP experiments do not need to be performed with all
TAPs acting as testees. With high probability, clients are likely to suffer interference
only from TAPs that are neighbours of TAPs to which they are associated. In
most deployments, it is highly unlikely that all TAPs are neighbours of each other.
Mishra et al [67] find average node degrees of 4 even for a dense deployment of 70
access points. Moreover, Akella et al [31] find that even for unplanned deployments,
typical node degrees lie between 3-8. These insights can help us reduce the overhead
of the OAP experiments by almost 60%. However, there may be certain cases
where a TAP that is not a neighbour of another TAP in the underlying conflict
graph can still cause interference on some client of the TAP. In such cases, we
advocate using the results of the OC experiments for the client to determine if OAP
experiments need to carried out with a particular TAP. Clients typically transmit at
maximum power, so that they can communicate with access points if they happen
to reside at the boundary of the cell. Because of this, access points that cause OAP
interference on the client will also likely suffer from OC interference by the client.
Thus, we can use the information from the OC experiments to determine whether
OAP experiments need to be performed with a particular TAP. Note, this requires
that OC experiments be performed before the OAP experiments. The schedule for
performing OAP experiments would then involve assigning clients to time slots such
that only clients that have mutually independent OC conflict sets are assigned to
the same slot for conducting experiments. Based on arguments similar to those we
stated for the TAPs, clients are also not likely to have OC conflict set sizes larger
then 4, for dense deployments. We intend to explore these and other techniques for
scheduling experiments as part of future work.

Next, we claim that for ongoing maintenance of conflict information, we are
not required to perform experiments for all clients each time a change needs to be
incorporated into the annotated conflict graph. If a client associates to an access
point, only experiments for that client need to be performed. During the power
control phase, because powers are only changed incrementally, experiments need to
be performed only with the TAP whose power was altered. Only in very extreme
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Figure 5.15: An example illustration (from [63]) of mean MAC service time for
differing amounts of offered load. The x-axis represents the offered load by each
client relative to the wireless channel’s capacity. The three curves represent the
number of stations associated to the access point.

cases, where all conflicts are discarded and need to be recomputed, will experiments
need to occur for all clients. These situations are not likely to occur often and are
based on the β threshold we presented earlier. Therefore, we can use this threshold
to tune the performance of the system.

Observation Agent

The observation agent’s function is to collect network statistics that are used for
computing the utility of the system. The observation agent periodically sends
observation reports to the controller, which computes the utility on behalf of the
TAPs. The agent can be implemented as a daemon that passively collects and
reports statistics from different layers of the network stack. There may be many
parameters of interest and we illustrate some that are relevant to the discussions
in previous sections.

1. Load: In our architecture, the load metric is relevant for load-balancing pur-
poses and for quantifying interference. There are two types of load that we
are interested in:
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• TAP load is the total downlink load experienced by the TAP, as a result
of servicing clients connected to it. The definition of load we consider
here takes into account the traffic demand at the TAP. This can be ap-
proximated using mean MAC Service time [63]. MAC Service time is
defined as the time that elapses between when the MAC layer receives
a packet and when it is handed to the PHY layer for transmission. Al-
though there is no correlation between the MAC service times of any
two packets, the mean MAC service time stabilizes quickly and provides
a good approximation to the load experienced at an access point, as is
shown in Figure 5.15. This graph presents the MAC service time for
an IEEE 802.11x-compliant access point for different amounts of offered
load. An Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) of the MAC
service time can be computed and maintained by the observation agent.
It is relatively straightforward to instrument the MAC layer to collect
this type of information.

• Client load is defined as the transmission throughput of the client. This
information is useful for annotating interference edges from clients to ac-
cess points. We approximate this load by maintaining a running average
of the number of packets received per second from the client. This is
a rough approximation of the load at the client because it assumes no
packet loss from the client to the TAP. More accurate estimates could
be obtained if clients explicitly provided this information. However, this
requires client modifications, which we do not advocate for our system.

2. Ambient Noise: The ambient noise of a wireless channel is the average level
of background noise present in that channel. This information is relevant
for assessing channel quality when deciding between different channels. This
allows our system to not only choose channels where there is less internal
interference, but also channels in which the noise from external interference
is minimal. The agent can also measure this for the signalling channel, if it
is physically separate from the data channel. Based on this information, if
the controller detects too much background noise on the current channel, it
may choose to switch to a quieter channel. This is important for signalling
purposes because the outcome of the experiments depend on the amount of
background noise present in the channel.

3. Client Wireless Rate: The wireless rate of the client defines the physical rate
and modulation technique the client uses for sending data packets to the TAP.
This information can be useful for load-balancing purposes as well as for es-
timating average client throughput in a cell. For load balancing, if the TAP
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detects that a particular client is using a very low transmission rate relative
to the other associated clients, it may choose to migrate that client to a neigh-
bouring access point, to improve service for the others. Without information
on the client’s wireless rate, such decisions are hard to make, especially if
clients are bursty in nature. The wireless rate being used by clients is piggy-
backed on the PLCP header, as was discussed in Chapter 2. However, the
PLCP header is not exposed to the MAC. Therefore, cross-layer mechanisms
may be required to obtain this information. Alternatively, average Received
Signal Strength (RSS) information can also be used to obtain an estimate of
the wireless rate of the client.

Time-Synchronization Daemon/Time Daemon

In this section, we provide a description of both the time-synchronization daemon
that runs at the TAP and the time daemon that runs at the controller. The
time-synchronization daemon is responsible for synchronizing the TAP with the
controller’s time daemon. This allows each TAP to maintain an accurate view of
the controller’s clock. The time daemon at the controller ensures that the TAPs
are correctly synchronized during each experiment. As we illustrated earlier, our
interference experiments rely on strong synchronization primitives between TAPs.
For example, in the one-hop OC interference experiment, it is important for both
TAPs to send packets simultaneously in order to affect a collision at the client. If
the TAPs are not correctly synchronized, the results obtained from this experiment
would be incorrect.

The implementation of the daemons can be supported with the help of the
popular Network Time Protocol (NTP) [64]. The base implementation of NTP
only provides accuracies of within a millisecond on LANs. However, cheap and
relatively straightforward hardware/software upgrades for pulse-per-second (PPS)
support, can provide accuracies of upto a nanosecond, which is more than sufficient
for our purposes. Details of such techniques are available in [65].

An example of the synchronization that occurs between the TAPs is illustrated
in Figure 5.16. For the inter-TAP interference experiment, at time X, the controller
sends a “Run Experiment1” command to TAP 1, which is the tester. At the same
instant, it also sends an “Observe Experiment1” command to TAP 2, which is the
testee. Tap 2 observes the environment for the duration of the experiment and then
sends back the results, called “Experiment1 Report”, to the controller at time Y .

In addition to the experiments, TAPs also periodically send observations of the
environment (using the observation agent) to the controller, at fixed time intervals.
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Figure 5.16: Timing Diagram Illustrating communication between TAPs and Con-
troller

Depending on how the signalling plane is implemented (i.e. virtually or physically),
observations may or may not overlap periods at which experiments are performed.

5.4.2 Central Controller

Utility Function

The utility function module is responsible for computing individual component util-
ities that are used for graph construction by the optimizer. It exposes an API to
the network administrator to obtain information on the specifics of each parame-
ter. The information that needs to be specified for each parameter is: parameter
name, relationship to utility, parameter definition, and parameter weight. Example
parameters that can be captured are shown in Table 5.1.

The utility-function module is also responsible for collecting conflict information
from the environment. Therefore, it is the utility module that controls the running
of experiments at each of the TAPs. Scheduling and other information that is
required for the experiments is maintained by this module. The utility values that
are thus computed, are then stored in the statistics database. Note, the utility-
function module stores conflict information separately in the database as well. This
is utilized by the optimizer, as we describe next.
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Table 5.1: Example Utility Function Parameters

Utility Parameter Relationship to Utility
Throughput Positive
RTT Delay Negative
Packet Loss Rate Negative
Access Point Load Negative
Access Point (Client) In-
terference

Negative

Client Energy Consump-
tion

Negative

The strength of our architecture is that it allows the network administrator
to tune the utility function. If a change occurs to the utility parameters or their
weights, the utility-function module can notify the optimizer to use the new util-
ity values that it has computed based on latest parameter information, once these
utility changes have been inserted into the statistics database. Note, the interfer-
ence experiments will probably not need to be performed again because conflict
information will likely remain unchanged as a result.

Optimizer

We described the high-level functionality provided by the optimizer module in Sec-
tion 5.2. We now discuss its implementation details.

1. Conflict Graph Construction: The utility-function module notifies the op-
timizer once it has collected and stored conflict information in the statistics
database. The optimizer uses this information to construct the conflict graph.
Note, although the edges of the conflict graph discussed earlier also contain
load information, this is not directly represented in the conflict graph when
it is constructed. This is because this information is likely to change consid-
erably over the lifetime of the conflict graph, causing the assigned load values
to become stale. During the running of the channel-assignment and power-
control algorithms, this information is retrieved from the statistics database
and matched to the edges of the graph to obtain actual interference informa-
tion. Recall, the conflict graph we construct is the maximum power single
channel (MPSC) graph. Conflict information for this graph rarely changes,
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unless an access point fails or a new one is installed. Therefore, we can com-
pute this conflict graph once and maintain it over a long period of time, e.g.
an entire day. This graph may be updated during periods when the network is
idle, e.g. overnight. Thus, construction of the conflict graph does not impose
any significant overheads in our system.

2. Optimal Channel Assignment: Intuitively, it seems likely that optimal channel
assignments that are computed based on conflict-graph information would
also not change often. However, because optimal channel assignment and the
construction of the updated conflict graph occur based on load information of
the interfering nodes, these can change on shorter timescales. This separation
between the MPSC graph computed in the previous step and the updated
conflict graph computed in this step allows our system to cater to changes
in the environment, while at same time keeping the overhead of computing
conflicts low. Note, load information may not be immediately available when
the system is installed. In such cases, it can be supplied initially by the
network administrator, to reflect the capacity requirements at different points
in the deployment. Our system can then refine this information over time.

3. Annotated Conflict-Graph Construction and Channel Refinement: Recall, the
annotated conflict graph incorporates client information as well. If no clients
are present, which may occur at system startup, the annotated conflict graph
is simply the conflict graph that was computed in the previous step and no
channel refinement needs to be done. As clients associate to the network,
experiments for these clients are performed and the ACG is updated incre-
mentally. For simplicity, Figure 5.3 does not illustrate incremental updates
to the ACG.

Clients typically exhibit quasi-static mobility patterns [55]. Therefore, in
most cases, the annotated conflict graph will maintain an accurate view of
the conflicts of the clients. Nevertheless, for changes that do occur, these
can be applied incrementally to the ACG as well. Based on arguments sim-
ilar to those for the CG, the ACG also does not contain load information
directly. Load information is retrieved during the channel-refinement and
power-control phases of the optimization.

4. Optimal Power-Level Assignment: Optimal power assignment utilizes the
ACG for computing power levels. As mentioned earlier, the ACG can change
as the powers of the access points are adjusted. Therefore, for each step
in the power-control algorithm, we need to update the ACG. The optimizer
achieves this by notifying the utility function module of the change, which
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then re-initiates some experiments at the TAPs. Note, as we indicated earlier,
because at one most power change occurs in the power control algorithm
per step, updates to the ACG are localized to the TAP whose power was
updated. Therefore, in the worst case, at each step of the algorithm, we
are required to perform experiments for the TAP whose power was adjusted.
This requirement, based on Equation 5.8 and the deployment parameters
we specified earlier, amounts to an overhead of approximately 378ms, which
includes the zero-hop and OAP interference experiments. Therefore, ACG
updates do not impose a significant overhead in our system.

Another important requirement for the optimizer is determining whether a
decrease in power during the power-control process causes a client disconnec-
tion. Identifying whether a client disconnected can be done by means of a
simple test performed on the signalling channel. After the power is reduced
by one step, the TAP (to which the client is associated) can perform one or
more RTS/CTS exchanges with the client. If the TAP notices a decrease in
the number of CTS replies from the client, it can assume that the client is in
danger of being disconnected. A decrease to that particular power level can
then be avoided.

5. Incremental Power Refinement: The functionality required for incremental
power refinement is similar to that required for optimal power assignment,
i.e., supporting updates to the ACG and detecting client disconnections. The
frequency at which power refinement is done represents a tradeoff between
system agility and the overhead incurred in doing the refinement. This trade-
off can be modeled by means of a tuning parameter supplied to the optimizer,
set based on the specifics of the deployment environment.

Channel assignment and power parameters eventually become out of date due
to changes in the environment. Therefore, a re-computation step may need to
be performed after some time. Re-computation is achieved by discarding the
current ACG and sending an experiment re-initiation message to the utility-
function module. In most cases, unless the original conflict graph also needs
to be updated, only experiments involving clients need to be performed. The
re-computation of the ACG is controlled by the threshold parameter (β), as
described earlier.
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Access Points Clients

Davis Centre Third Floor

Figure 5.17: Access Point Layout for Davis Centre Third Floor. Clients locations
are relevant for the results discussed later.

5.5 Preliminary Evaluation

We are currently in the process of validating the design and scalability aspects of
our architecture. In this section, we present preliminary results that were obtained
through simulation. The components that we implemented for these results are
the experiment framework for detecting interference, the channel-assignment and
refinement algorithm, and finally our proposed power-control algorithm.

5.5.1 Evaluation Methodology

We used QualNet, a commercially available network simulator (from Scalable Net-
works), that precisely simulates the MAC and PHY layers for the IEEE 802.11b/a/g
standards. For implementing our proposed techniques, we instrumented the IEEE
802.11 MAC layer (common to all IEEE 802.11x standards). In our simulations, we
used the access-point layout of the third floor of Davis Centre (DC) to evaluate our
algorithms. Information about access-point layout and their corresponding config-
urations were made available to us by the Information Systems and Technology
(IST) service organization, at the University of Waterloo. An illustration of this
topology is shown in Figure 5.17. The topology contains 10 access points that are
spread out across the building to provide complete coverage. In our simulations,
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AP1 AP3 C2C1

Figure 5.18: The four node topology used for the inter-access point interference
experiment. The modified topology for the other two interference experiments
swaps the locations of AP1 and C1 from their current positions.

each access point had one client associated to it, and which established a constant
bit rate (CBR) traffic flow at rates high enough to saturate the medium. The packet
size for all traffic was set to 512 bytes with a fixed transmission rate of 1Mbps. We
did not examine the effects of dynamic rate-adaptation algorithms in this study.
We also evaluated our algorithms on a denser version of the DC topology, where we
randomly placed 10 additional access points and clients on the map. Note, in our
simulations, clients were associated to the access point with the strongest signal
strength. We currently do not provide load balancing across access points using
power control, leaving its implementation to future work.

The utility function that we considered for our simulations captures two per-
formance metrics, namely, client throughput, and RF interference. Both metrics
were assigned equal weights, (i.e. 0.5). More sophisticated utility function evalua-
tions are left for future work. For comparison purposes, we evaluated two forms of
our proposed algorithms; one that only performs channel assignment (OPO), and
the other that also performs power control (OPO /w TPC). These were evaluated
against the manually optimized channel and static power configuration used for
the DC building. We present this evaluation to illustrate the benefits of using dy-
namic optimization over static optimization. In addition, to illustrate the benefits
of our proposed dynamic optimization algorithms, we compared them against a
well-known Least Congested Channel Search (LCCS) algorithm [66]. LCCS is con-
sidered the current state-of-the-art algorithm for channel assignment. It works as
follows: Each AP periodically observes data transmissions from other access points
and clients on its assigned channel. If the number of transmissions it hears exceeds
a pre-specified threshold, it tries to move to a channel that is less congested. LCCS
serves as an illustration of how well local tuning algorithms can perform in compar-
ison with our centralized channel assignment and power control algorithms. The
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Figure 5.19: AP1 causes interference on AP3, represented as an increase in received
signal strength at AP3 during AP1’s transmissions

LCCS implementation that we used did not observe data transmissions explicitly,
but instead was supplied with interference information, computed through experi-
ments. This improved the accuracy of the algorithm as it is now able to accurately
pinpoint neighbouring access points it is likely to interfere with, without having to
infer this through observation. We called this enhanced version of the algorithm
‘optimized LCCS’ (or oLCCS).

5.5.2 Evaluation Results

Validation of Experiments

We first present proof-of-concept results for the interference-detection experiments
we discussed earlier. For these results, we used a small four-node topology. The
layout of the topology is presented as we discuss results for each experiment. Note,
the value of the noise floor in our results is −102.5dbm, represented as the origin
on the y-axis of all graphs that plot Received Signal Strength information.

• Inter-AP interference: The topology we used for this experiment is shown in
Figure 5.18. In this scenario, both APs send data to their clients and each lies
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Figure 5.20: AP3 experiences interference from AP1’s client, represented as an
increase in received signal strength at AP3, during the client’s transmissions

in the other’s interference range. The result of AP3 detecting this interference
scenario is illustrated in Figure 5.19. The graph at the bottom plots the time
at which broadcasts are sent by AP1, during the experiment. The top graph
plots the signal strength received by AP3. From the figure, we see that as soon
as AP1 transmits a broadcast packet, an increase in signal strength beyond
the receiver sensitivity threshold is observed at AP3. This increase persists
for the duration of the broadcast. Assuming AP3 is aware of when AP1 sends
the broadcast, this result indicates that inter-AP interference can be detected
by AP3. The receiver sensitivity threshold used in our simulations is −89dbm,
which is the minimum signal strength at which AP3 can observe a change in
the state of the channel. The results in which AP1 detects interference from
AP3 are symmetric.

• Client-AP interference: For the Client-AP interference scenario, we modify
the previous topology by inter-changing the locations of AP1 and its client.
Therefore, we expect AP3 to suffer from Client-AP interference in this sce-
nario. This is illustrated in Figure 5.20. The graph on top shows the received
signal strength at both APs. The graph on the bottom indicates the time at
which RTS packets are transmitted by AP1. Because we do not have access
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Figure 5.21: AP3’s client does not cause interference on AP1, since there is no
increase in received signal strength seen at AP1 when the client is transmitting

to received signal-strength information at the client-end in our architecture,
this information is not illustrated. We see from these results that once an
RTS packet transmission by AP1 is complete, both APs observe an increase
in signal strength on the wireless channel. This increase in signal strength oc-
curs, with high probability, due to the CTS packet transmitted by the client.
In reality, the client waits a SIFS interval (approx. 10µs) before transmitting
the CTS packet. However, because of the timescales shown on the graph, this
is not visually evident. Nevertheless, this result illustrates that AP3 is able to
detect interfering signals from the client, thereby validating the correctness
of our proposed Client-AP interference experiment. We also present results
to show that AP1 does not suffer from Client-AP interference as a result of
AP3’s client. This is shown in Figure 5.21. In this experiment, no signals are
picked up by AP1 as a result of CTS transmissions by AP3’s client. Therefore,
because of the differences in the outcome of each experiment, our experiment
can clearly identify scenarios of Client-AP interference.

• AP-Client interference: The topology used for AP-Client interference is iden-
tical to the one used for Client-AP interference. In this case, AP1 detects
interference on the client’s behalf. The result of this experiment is illustrated
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Figure 5.22: AP1’s client does not respond during the first five transmissions due to
packet collisions. Packets are returned for the second set of transmissions because
AP3 is no longer transmitting.

in Figure 5.22. For the first five transmissions, when AP3 sends broadcasts
concurrently with AP1’s RTS transmissions, no corresponding CTS packets
are received by AP1. However, for the next sequence of transmissions when
only AP1 sends out RTS packets, it receives back CTS packets from its client.
In fact, even AP3 can hear the CTS signals from AP1’s client, indicating the
presence of Client-AP interference. Therefore, by identifying the loss of CTS
packets for the first five transmissions, AP1 is able to detect the presence of
AP-Client interference, caused by AP3. To further illustrate that the reverse
case is not true, i.e. AP-Client interference caused by AP1 on AP3’s client, we
perform a similar experiment with AP3’s client. This is shown in Figure 5.23.
In this case, AP3 receives CTS signals from its client irrespective of whether
AP1 is transmitting. Therefore, AP1 does not cause AP-Client interference
on AP3’s client.
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Figure 5.23: AP3 receives responses from it’s client, irrespective of whether AP1 is
transmitting or not.

These results serve to validate our experimental approach to detecting interfer-
ence. For the next set of results, we use this information as part of our channel-
assignment and power-control algorithms, which are evaluated further.

Evaluating Channel Assignment and Power Control

We first present results for our algorithms on the original DC topology, which we
call SparseDC, because the topology features a sparse deployment of access points.
The modified denser DC topology is called DenseDC. Our performance analysis
uses the mean throughput per user as the utility obtained by a configuration. The
throughput distribution across clients is also analyzed in this section. Single-channel
results that use a static transmit power are illustrated to serve as a baseline for
comparison. Note, in our simulations, all the dynamic algorithms first generate and
apply the configurations to the access points, before any traffic flows are initiated.
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Figure 5.24: Client Through Distribution (Left: Single Channel, Centre: DC Con-
figuration, Right: Dynamic Algorithms

These results, therefore, examine the quality of the configurations generated by the
algorithms, instead of their ability to adapt to changes in the environment, which
is a subject of future work.

• Client Throughput Distribution We first present results of the client through-
put distribution for each algorithm, for a single simulation run. The transmit
power of all access points and clients is set to 20dbm, which represents a
low-interference scenario. We present results for the SparseDC topology.

Figures 5.24 compare the throughput distribution across each of the 10 clients
that are connected to the access points. Starting with the leftmost chart,
the single channel approach yields the worst throughput distribution across
clients. Two clients obtain maximum throughput (which is approximately
740 Kbps in our simulations) while all others did not even receive half of the
maximum. In fact, 3 out of 10 clients obtain almost no throughput at all.
Clearly, this is unacceptable in terms of utility maximization. When we ob-
serve the throughput distribution for the hand-optimized multi-channel DC
configuration (middle chart), we see a substantial improvement in through-
put. Approximately 70% of the clients obtain maximum throughput. This
points to the benefits of using multiple channels in improving the aggregate
throughput of the network. However, not all clients receive this throughput
and we still have at least two clients that receive little to no throughput. Fi-
nally, by observing the rightmost chart, which is the same for all the dynamic
algorithms (i.e. oLCCS, OPO, and OPO with power control), we observe that
all users now get the maximum throughput from the network. This illustrates
the benefits of dynamic optimization in its ability to detect interference and
subsequently mitigate it.

• Mean User Throughput vs. Number of Channels: We now present results to
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Figure 5.25: Performance of algorithms in Sparse (Original) DC High-Interference
Scenario

analyze performance as we vary the number of channels. The performance
metric that we use is the mean throughput per user, i.e., the average through-
put obtained across all clients. Intuitively, the greater the number of channels,
the greater the mean throughput per user. We present two sets of results for
this case; those obtained on the SparseDC topology, and those obtained on
the DenseDC topology. For each set of results, we compare the performance of
the algorithms in high and low-interference scenarios. A low-interference sce-
nario corresponds to a transmit power of 20dbm, whereas a high interference
scenario corresponds to a transmit power of 30dbm.

For the SparseDC low-interference scenario, all dynamic schemes performed
alike and provided the maximum mean throughput per user, irrespective of
the number of channels. Therefore, we do not present results for this scenario.
Instead, Figure 5.25 presents results for the SparseDC high-interference sce-
nario. For this result, we see that the DC configuration provides only twice
as much throughput over the single-channel case, even though we use three
times as many channels. This result illustrates that although using multiple
channels does improve the average throughput of each user, it does not in-
crease linearly as a function of the number of channels. When we compare
the performance of the dynamic schemes with the DC configuration, we find
little improvement for a limited number of channels. This is because of the
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Figure 5.26: Performance of dynamic optimization algorithms in Dense DC Low-
Interference Scenario

large degree of interference that is present in this scenario. As a result, even
a very good channel-allocation algorithm will not be able to resolve all con-
flicts to provide maximum throughput to all users. However, as the number
of channels is increased, the dynamic schemes exploit this additional flexi-
bility and quickly approach the maximum throughput mark. In particular,
OPO with power control converges quickly to the maximum throughput be-
cause it also adjusts the transmit power of access points to further reduce
conflicts. oLCCS takes longer to converge because it is not able to utilize the
additional channels optimally, using just local tuning. This result therefore
highlights the benefits of a coordinated approach to channel assignment that
yields better results in scenarios characterized by high interference.

For the DenseDC low-interference scenario, we observe the results illustrated
in Figure 5.26. The dynamic schemes no longer provide maximum throughput
for all clients, irrespective of the number of channels. In this plot, we observe
up to a 40% decrease in the mean throughput per user, when compared with
the SparseDC case (for 3 channels). This is attributed to the larger degree
of interference that is present due to additional access points and clients.
Nevertheless, even with this reduction in throughput, the dynamic schemes
that use multiple channels can still provide at least a factor of 2 improvement
over using just a single channel. When comparing the dynamic schemes with
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Figure 5.27: Performance of dynamic optimization algorithms in Dense DC High-
Interference Scenario

each other, we observe that oLCCS no longer matches the performance of the
other dynamic schemes. Because of access-point coordination that is exploited
by the other two schemes, they are able to perform better than oLCCS.

Finally, we present results for the DenseDC high-interference scenario, shown
in Figure 5.27. In this scenario, we observe a further decrease in the through-
put for each scheme. The interference caused due to both a denser topology
and higher transmit power prevents any of the schemes from providing a
high mean throughput for users, with only a limited number of channels. As
expected, the throughput does improve gradually with an increase in the num-
ber of channels. More interestingly, however, we observe that both optimal
channel assignment and oLCCS perform closer to each other. We conjecture
that in scenarios characterized by a large number of conflicts, even an opti-
mal solution to channel assignment may not be good as all solutions yield
poor performance. This is precisely what we observe in this result, where the
benefits of global coordination (used in OPO) over local optimization (used
in oLCCS) are only marginal. However, OPO with power control performs
better than both OPO and oLCCS. This is because it is able to reduce the
number of conflicts that could not be resolved simply by performing channel
assignment. However, these improvements are not very significant, primarily
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because our simple power-control algorithm only takes into account inter-
access-point conflicts during the power-control process. A more sophisticated
algorithm that also incorporates other types of conflicts (e.g., client-to-access-
point conflicts) is expected to perform even better.

5.6 Discussion

Building a self-managing infrastructure for wireless LANs is a challenging task be-
cause of the complexity and unpredictability of wireless technology. These problems
are exacerbated by the continuously evolving wireless landscape. Today, a plethora
of wireless devices utilizes the same unlicensed RF spectrum as wireless LANs.
This creates an interference nightmare in wireless networks and results in severely
degraded network performance. Studies have shown throughput reduction factors
of up to four times in field measurements [4]. Self-management infrastructure is
thus a key requirement for Wireless LANs.

Existing solutions covered in this thesis are lacking in three major respects:
modeling of the network, backwards compatibility, and incremental deployment.
Unrealistic assumptions regarding the network model that are used in existing ap-
proaches makes their practical application questionable. The dynamic-optimization
solution we outlined in this chapter addresses this concern, allowing it to operate
despite irregular and dynamic wireless coverage areas. In our approach, we also
isolated the need for an infrastructure-based solution as a critical requirement for
backwards compatibility, and proposed techniques to support this requirement.
To support incremental deployment, we showed how utility theory can be applied
to cater to any set of performance objectives. We believe that these three fea-
tures fulfill the necessary requirements to building rapidly deployable real-world
infrastructure networks that provide good performance.

To address RF interference in real-world deployments, we proposed an experi-
mental approach that serves to provide root-cause analysis into the true nature of
RF interference. This technique provides the following key features. It does not
assume uniform/static coverage areas for interference detection. It captures inter-
ference scenarios where the interfering source may not be identifiable. It does not
require any client-side modifications. Finally, given appropriate network support,
it also does not incur significant overheads for detecting interference. In our eval-
uation, we proved the viability of this technique in accurately detecting different
scenarios of RF interference.
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For our dynamic-optimization solution, we extract two key ideas from the solu-
tion proposed for static optimization. First is the use of utility theory to capture
system objectives. Second is the idea of separation when it comes to performing
channel assignment and power control, as was illustrated in the geometric model
presented in Chapter 4.

Many existing solutions we analyzed approached the self-management prob-
lem with distinctly different objectives. As a result, each solution catered to a
particular performance requirement, e.g., providing realtime support, non-realtime
support, load balancing, etc. [18] We view all of these objectives in a single uni-
fied utility model. Utility functions provide an abstraction of system performance
that can capture any type of objective, and moreover, multiple objectives. This
encourages heterogeneous network deployment, where for different regions in the
deployment, we can specify different optimization objectives. We envision that
our architecture provide an interface to the network administrator for specifying
high-level objectives. This interface could also present a visual floor plan of the de-
ployment space, which the administrator can annotate using different parameters
and preference weights, depending on deployment requirements. Our architecture
can then compute the correct set of objectives for each sub-region and optimize
them independently. This approach encourages system evolution where catering to
problems such corporate restructuring is a simple matter of re-annotating regions
of the deployment.

Utility functions can also support a variety of optimization techniques. Better
optimization techniques in the future can replace existing ones in the architecture.
Because the general goal of optimization is to maximize utility, any technique that
fulfills this requirement can be applied. Additionally, we argue that although our
architecture supports both local tuning and global coordination, coordination tech-
niques yield better solutions as they do not get stuck in local minima. In this thesis,
we provide examples of two simple coordinated optimization techniques for chan-
nel assignment and power control. We show, through evaluation, that for many
scenarios, coordinated techniques provide a better solution than local tuning.

The second key idea we extract from static optimization is the notion of separa-
bility in optimization. We use this idea in our architecture based on two important
insights. First, as pointed out earlier, both channel assignment and power control
are tightly coupled. A particular solution to channel assignment can affect the so-
lution for power control and vice versa. This leads us to believe that there likely
will not be an optimal solution if both parameters are optimized in parallel. Take
the simple example where we first perform power control, given a particular chan-
nel configuration. Once power control is complete, the channel configuration will
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no longer be optimal with respect to the current power configuration. Thus, we
should consider optimizing channel assignment. Once that is complete, the reverse
case is true for power control and this process repeats forever. Based on this trivial
analysis of the problem, it is unlikely that we will converge to an optimal solution
if both parameters are altered in parallel.

Our second consideration in the optimization procedure is the idea of performing
channel assignment first, and then power control. We consider this order in the
optimization process because channel assignment is a more disruptive process than
power control. Power control can be performed more frequently because unlike
channel assignment, clients do not need to re-tune their radios to cater to power
alterations at the access point. We first perform channel assignment based on
a conservative maximum-power conflict graph (MPSC), and then perform power
control on top of that. This isolates the channel-assignment algorithm from the
technique used for power control as power control can only improve utility by
reducing the number of conflicts. This induces separability as well as stability
for the channel assignment. Our evaluation indicates that even this conservative
approach to channel assignment performs well in comparison to local tuning.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis proposes an architecture for self-management of wireless infrastructure
networks. Self-management is a key requirement for modern-day wireless networks
that suffer from poor performance. We show that traditional static optimization
methods are insufficient to meet the performance goals of these networks. We also
show that existing dynamic optimization systems lack the essentials required to con-
struct rapidly deployable self-managing wireless infrastructure. Our contribution is
a solution that is incrementally deployable, backwards compatible, and amenable
to real-world deployments. We summarize our contributions as follows.

1. We propose an infrastructure-based solution that does not require client-side
modifications. This allows our architecture to support backwards compatibil-
ity.

2. We employ a utility model that provides a unified framework for capturing
any performance objective, and even multiple objectives. This supports in-
cremental deployment.

3. We illustrate an extension of the general conflict graph (called the Annotated
Conflict Graph or ACG) to conveniently represent system utility.

4. We propose a novel experimental approach for detecting different scenarios of
RF interference accurately. This method works despite irregular and dynamic
coverage areas.

5. We make use of a centralized architecture to support global optimization and
access-point coordination, which provides better results than local tuning.
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As a result, we propose some heuristics for optimal channel assignment and
power control.

6. We propose a dynamically re-configurable framework that can refine configu-
rations in response to the changing RF environment. Techniques for inferring
and detecting change are proposed.

7. We present preliminary simulation results to validate some design and per-
formance aspects of our solution.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

The architecture we propose in this thesis provides a basis upon which many avenues
for future work can be explored. We briefly discuss some of them further.

7.1 Evaluation

• Extensive Simulations: Our preliminary results examine only one aspect of
the architecture, i.e., its optimization structure. For a better appreciation of
the benefits and scalability of our methods, we must analyze the behavior of
the system in dynamic environments. We are currently constructing scenarios
for this purpose and plan to present the results of our findings in the near
future. Additionally, for our results, we explored only a few basic metrics
for performance analysis, i.e., client throughput distribution, and mean client
throughput. Other metrics of interest may be the percentage reduction in
the number of conflicts, interference reduction measured as a reduction in the
number of packet collisions, etc. More sophisticated topologies and the effect
of different traffic types also require consideration.

• Prototype Implementation: For a thorough evaluation of the system, we are
also in the process of building an actual prototype on which to conduct
tests. In particular, we are interested in exploring how well our interference-
detection experiments work in practice. For this purpose, we are setting up
a testbed in the Tetherless Computing Lab, at the University of Waterloo.
This testbed consists of four access points and a few iPAQ PDAs. We are
using a variety of methods to create a controlled environment for conducting
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tests, including restricting access-point coverage areas to within a few meters
of the access point. For instance, we are using copper tapping on access point
antennas to increase signal attenuation and reduce coverage. The next steps
for this testbed involve actually implementing the different pieces of our ar-
chitecture, for the access points as well as the central controller. We hope to
report findings on our implementation and experiences in the near future.

7.2 Extensions

There are numerous extensions that can also be applied to our basic architecture.

• Scheduling Experiments: Scheduling interference experiments is critical in re-
ducing the overhead of the system. We proposed preliminary techniques for
this that involved using information already known about the conflict graph.
Nevertheless, more sophisticated scheduling mechanisms may be worth ex-
ploring to further reduce the number of experiments that need to be per-
formed, both in cases when conflicts need to be computed during a re-computation,
and also when incremental updates need to be made to the annotated conflict
graph.

• Sophisticated Algorithms: Our initial efforts in developing channel-assignment
and power-control algorithms focused on relatively straightforward optimiza-
tion techniques. This was done to illustrate the benefits of our architecture
and show that even simple algorithms yield good solutions. However, we have
yet to explore more sophisticated solutions that may be more applicable to
our problem. We are currently collaborating with different research groups
towards this effort.

• Additional Tuning Knobs: Other tuning knobs are also worth exploring to
improve performance. For instance, time-slotted access-point activation, de-
scribed in Chapter 2, could be explored in conjunction with channel assign-
ment. This combination has the capability of constructing a zero-interference
solution. In this case, channel assignment can be performed first as is cur-
rently proposed in our solution. Once that is complete, we can analyze the
resulting conflict graph to generate a schedule for activating access points
such that no two access points or their clients that conflict are activated at
the same time. This effectively reduces the number of conflicts to zero. Power
control could also be used with this solution to generate a more relaxed AP
activation schedule. We intend to explore this technique in the future.
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• Additional Functionality: We also have not currently explored all the tech-
niques we proposed for our architecture. For instance, the utility function that
we evaluated did not take into account load balancing across access points.
Furthermore, load balancing using power control also requires that the al-
gorithm ensure that clients are not disconnected in the process. Therefore,
determination of neighbouring APs to which clients can be migrated needs to
be supported. We have devised preliminary protocols to do this and intend
to incorporate them in our architecture.

• Incorporating Client Feedback: The focus of our work has been on developing
an infrastructure-based solution. However, this does not restrict us from
receiving feedback from clients, if they support this feature. By receiving
such information, we would be able to relax some requirements for the system
and also improve its accuracy. For instance, if clients report information on
neighbouring access points they can hear, this could reduce the number of
experiments that need to be performed for these clients. Other client statistics
such as client load can also aid in computing utilities more accurately. By
combining feedback mechanisms with our current architecture, we would then
be able to support both upgraded and legacy clients.

• Additional Self-Management Capabilities: This thesis has focused on enhanc-
ing wireless network performance. However, there may be other mechanisms
that we also desire from a self-managing system. For instance, fault diagnosis
is also an important requirement, to support reliability in a wireless deploy-
ment. Some recent work has explored this problem in the context of wireless
LANs and these ideas can be extended to our architecture [28].
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